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On ahogtiteplanet deep in space 
an eartN@amol is marooned . 

Only one person can save it 

ee VN caaes Aes HIN SSS 

WROGPATRN 
The galaxy’s most lov 

battle wagon. 
Narzon Heatseekers from the back. LasaSlamma Tanks in front. 

HeliChargas from ab 

‘friendly mission to Zon has become a desperate fight for \ 
survival iia wan 

Now, as Troopa Truck trundies and leaps across Zon's surface, only cide pue dy. 
one person in the galaxy can save it l y ay 

The ticket to Zon is $5.99 (RRP inc. VAT), and the journey starts at 
Boots, WH Smith, Rumbelows, or any intergalactic computer games shop. 

Your Commodore 64 will love it to bits. 
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fand the company-says-it has 
been talking to software houses 
about compatible software. 
FBC Systems, 10 Main Centre, 
Derby DEI 2PE 

Sir Clive Sinclair has signed a 
deal allowing assembly and 
distribution of Spectrums and 
ZX8Is in South Korea. Sinclair 
Research will supply 
components to Samsung 
Electronics and the first 
products are expected on sale 
later this year. 
Sinclair Research, Camberley, 
Surrey 

eee 
Aquarius User is a new monthly 
magazine for owners of the £50 
micro, edited by the ex-editor of 
Which Micro? Colin Barker. 
Subscription is £12 a year and 
the publishers plan to 
encourage newsagent sale as 
well. 
Aquarius User, Computer 
Marketplace, 20° Orange St, 
London WC2H 7ED 

eee 
Acorn has bought 100 pages on 
Micronet 800 to provide 
subscribers with information on 
its products, prices and 
personnel. 
Micronet 800, Telemap, 155 
Farringdon Rd, London ECIR 
3AD 

eee 
Four eductional games in five 
European languages are on a 
new program marketed by Soft- 
Shop for the Commodore 64, 
48K Spectrum and Oric/Atmos. 
Four ;@ames for Children 
covers” addition, subtraction, 
spelling numbers and the 
alphabet and costs £9.95. 
SoftShop. International, Unit 
301, 16 Brune St, London El 
7NJ 

eee 
Your Commodore 64 can hold a 
conversation and even write 
programs for you, according to 
Sunshine, which has just 
published ‘Artificial Intelligence 
on the Commodore 64. The 
book costs £6.95 and was 
written by father-and-son team 
Keith and Steven Brain. 
Sunshine, 12/13 Little Newport 
St, London WC2R 3LD 
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The Quill is a major new utility written in machine code which allows even 
The Quill the novice programmer to produce high-speed machine code adventures 

48K Spectrum 
of superior quality to many available at the moment without any 
knowledge of machine code whatsoever. 
Using a menu selection system you may create well over 200 locations, 
describe them and connect routes between them. You may then fill them 
with objects and problems of your choice. Having tested your adventure 
you may alter and experiment with any section with the greatest of ease 
‘Apart formed adventure may be saved to tape for later completion. When 
you have done so The Quill will allow you to produce a copy of your 
adventure which will run independently of the main Quill editor, so that 

£14.95 you may give co} ay to your friends. The Quill is provided with a 
detailed tutorial manual which covers every aspect of its use in writing 
adventures. 

From The Golden Nib Of "7 
The Quill : 

/ Comes a Gourmet Feast = 
for ; 

Hungry Adventurers 
Volume 1 

of the Devil's island 
rincess from the Magic the infamous prison 

c= GOLD COLLECTION Zincser = 

‘Mindbender 
Can you survive and complete your ‘Only you alone can save the world —_—_—Help Barsak recover the treasures of 
mission high in the sky over enemy from the terrible power of the his ancestors from the underworld of 

Mindbender. 

A Superb collection of adventures for the 48K 
Spectrum written with the Quill. 
From the fertile imaginations of many authors, we 
have selected this fine volume of adventures for 
you to collect. Each adventure is complete in itself 
and is presented in the distictive livery of the 
series to grace your software shelf as you buildup \\ 
the collection. 
The adventures are priced at only £5.95 each. 

‘Diamond Trail Selected titles available from good computer 

aAsT9RA4 AIDA £ AINE 937904 41059 8 NOII937109 0109 8 NOLLD3T102 G10D #® NOLLO3 7109 07409 & NOIL9329909 a105 
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Whereinthis city of deathandintrigue Shops nationwide including:- What is the secret of the deserted 
is the stolen Sinclive Diamond? W.H. Smiths, Boots, Menzies Hotel and where are all the guests?. 

Or direct from us by post or telephone x 

GILSOFT Credit Card Order Line ? Personally Manned for 24 hours 
ean Road SAE for full details of our range @. 0222 41361 Ext 430 

Some Dealer enquiries welcome KA ; 

®: (0446) 732765 sme 
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Price rise 
From front page 

Bandersnatch and Cyclapse, for 
the Spectrum and the Commo- 
dore 64. 

Although still on. cassette, 
they will be boxed along with 
other items, like maps and 
detailed playing instructions. 

Mr. Everiss said Imagine 
believed software sold as 
cassettes alone had reached its 
limit and more now hed to be 
offered to customers. Nine tracks 

‘A by-product is that piracy 
would be less likely because the Rrcet Jront Peer 
other items in the boxes would | pay for the cheapest floppy disc 
be essential to use the games. | systems.”” 

Mr Everiss said Imagine had | Phloopy costs £144 and the 
also developed a system making | interface, which runs up. to 
its products nearly impossible | eight drives, is £29.90. Tape 
to copy. cartridges’ cost £3-£3.50 

He agreed that the price cuts | depending on quantity. 
were to clear the decks and said | Up to LOOK can be stored, 
that, at £3.95, the software was 
a bargain. 

The company did not know 
exactly how much the future 
releases — due out in about 
three months — would cost, but 
it’ was spending £50,000 on 
marketing. 

Virgin Games boss Nick 
Alexander, who is also 
chairman of the Guild of 
Software Houses, said when he 
heard the news: ‘I don’t 
understand at all. What's the 
logic behind that? 

“I'm totally amused and 
bemused by Imagine’s twisting 
and turning. First they drop 
their prices and the next minute 
they are making them too high. 

“While I applaud their move 
away from lower prices, I think 

says Phi Mag, and accessed in 
three to four seconds. Transfer 
rate is 10K per second, around 
200 times faster than cassettes. 

At present the system works 
only on the BBC computer, but 
Phi Mag plans to make it 
available for other popular 
home micros. 

Phi Mag says the speed and 
ity are due to a nine- 

track recording head — 
recording one byte across the 
quarter-inch width of the tape 
—and an error-checking system 
controlled by an on-board 
processor. 

Phloopy has its own Loop 
Filing System, using the 
standard BBC filing system, 
BASIC commands and its own 
commands, prefixed by an 

‘Cut-away view of the Phloopy 
system shows the 12ft tape loop 
and, at rear, the error-checking 
processor. 

You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from 

our readers. 
PROGRAMS must always be sent on cassette. 
Listings are helpful, but not necessary. Check 

carefully that they are bug-free. include 
details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home computers should be 
no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry about 
your writing ability — just try to keep to the 

style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers made better 
use of their micros by Cabs useful ideas, 

possibly with programming examples. We will 
convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

they have over-reacted in the | asterisk, 
direction. They will} The continuous loop of tape 

very hard, no matter | is driven at 15 inches per second 
what the extras, to Sell games at | and, says Phi Mag, touches the 
£15." cartridge wall only occasionally, 

Rod Cousens, managing | so tape lubricant is not needed. 
director of Quicksilva, said his | _ Programs or text files from 
company did not plan to move | cassette can be transferred. 
from its pricing policy which | Mr Lucas said his company 
puts a Spectrum game at £6.95. | was talking to software 

The exceptions would be | companies about supplying 
programs like its Games | software on the new cartridges. 
Designer and Ultisynth, a| Fitting the system means 

nthesiser for the Commodore | inserting plugs into two other 
6. sockets and cutting two 

Bob Simpson, head of PCS | resistors 
Distribution, believes the prices | Once installed, the Phloopy 
willbe about £15.50. and | system plugs into the BBC’s 
£19.50. He said: “Imagine are | disc port and a second plug goes 
claiming these programs are | into the power output socket 
completely innovative. If that’s | _ Phi Mag says the installation 
the case it's marvellous and | should not take more than 20 
good for the industry.”” minutes. 

He said they would have to| The company says that, with 
offer at least the value of the | production under way at its 
packs from Phoenix Software, | Falmouth plant, mail order 
where an arcade game and an | sales will start’ within two 
adventure are boxed in a video- } months. 
sized case for £9.95. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 

Phi Mag Systems, Tregoniggie 
Imagine, 5 Sir Thomas St, | Industrial Estate, Falmouth, 
Liverpool L1 6BW Cornwall TRI 4RY 
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Jet Set Willy, Matthew Smith’s 
follow-up to the chart-topping 
Manic Miner, runs only when a 
cqlour code, found on the inlay 
card, is input by the player. 

Software Projects says this is 
a bid to lessen piracy. Jet Set 
Willy, which has a competition 
detailed on the inlay, was 
originally due out in December. 

It runs on the 48K Spectrum 
along with the company’s other 
new games, Tribble Trouble 
and Orion. Dinky Doo, new for 
the Commodore 64,’ plays a 
tune while loading. 

Software Projects, Bear Brand 
Complex, Allerton Rd, 
Woolton, Liverpool L25 7SF 

eee 
The inaugural meeting of the 
Society of Software Authors, 
affiliated to the Computer 
Trade Association, will be held 
at the Studio Theatre, Kenneth 
More Theatre, Oakfield Rd, 
Ilford, Essex, on May 5, 
starting at Ipm. Subscriptios 
£10 per year. 
Dorene Cox, acting treasurer, 
Society of Software Authors, 7 
‘Meadway Ct, Whalebone Lane 
South, Dagenham, Essex 

eee 
Turbo, an extended BASIC for 
the Commodore 64 at £14.95, is 
said to offer 45 instructions to 
make the computer easier to 
use. 
Aztec, 18 Gregory Springs La, 
Mirfield, W. Yorks WFI4 8LE 

eee 
Logo, the educational program- 
ming. language, has been 
brought out for the Spectrum 
by Kuma and for the Atari. The 
Spectrum version is on tape for 
£9.95 and Atari’s is on cartridge 
at £59.99, including two 
200-page manuals. 
Kuma, Unit 12, Horseshoe Pk, 
Horseshoe Rd, Pangbourne, 
Berks RG8 7/W. 
Atari, Railway Terr, Slough, 
Berks SL2 SBZ 

Longmans is adding two books 
to its series on using home 
computers: The BBC Micro 
Guide and, due out in three 
weeks, The Electron Micro 
Guide: Both are by Grahame 
Blackwell, director of the 
Ivybridge _ Educational 
Computing Project, South 
Devon, and cost £2.95. 
Longman, Burnt Mill, Harlow, 
Essex CM20 2JE 

eee 
Kenilworth Software is 
planning to bring out a 
magazine on tape for users of 
the TI-99/4 in May/June. 
Kenilworth Software, 9 Dencer 
Dr, Knights Meadow, Kenil- 
worth, Warks CV8 20R 

eee 
Forthcoming shows: Microfair, 
April 28, Alexandra Palace, 
North London; Sth Annual 
Commodore Computer Show, 
June 7-9, Novotel London 
(formerly Cunard International 
Hotel), — Hammersmi 
Personal Computer Games 
Easter Show, April 20-22, 
Solihull Conference Centre, 
Homer Rd, Solihull; What 
Micro? Dr "Barnardos Show, 
July 14-15, Battersea Pk, 
London. 

eee 
Virgin Games’ Nick Alexander 
has just returned from Hungary 
where he had talks with 
Andromeda, the software house 
that produced Chinese Juggler, 
about importing new games. 
Virgin, 61-63 Portobello Rd, 
London Wil 3DD 
After the game of the book, the 
book of the game of the book. 
Melbourne House has brought 
our A Guide to Playing The 
Hobbit. Priced at £3.95, it 
outlines strategies and tactics 
and some, but not all, 
solutions. Melbourne House 
also publishes the game tape for 
the 48K Spectrum, Commodore 
64, Oric and BBC. 
Melbourne House, Castle Yard 
House, Castle Yard, 
Richmond, Surrey TW10 6TF 

TI-994A SOFTWARE 
‘Two great games for the unexpanded TI-99/4A 

PILOT £5.95 
‘A great new flight simulation game for one player. Options for take-off, landing. 
fr in flight. Graphics display of landing strip, terrain map, instrument panel 
Full instructions included. Graphics and sound. 
TI TREK £5.95 
Defeat the Klingon itvasion fleet. Includes skill levels, graphics quadrant 
display, 8 x 8 galaxy, phasors, photon torpedoes, long range scans, and much 
more. Full instructions included. Graphics and sound. 
TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK £5.95 
35 programs readyto type into the unexpanded TI.99/4A, including 3-D Maze, 
Lunar Lander, Horse Race, Invader, Caterpillar and many more. 
Send cheque or P.O. of telephone with Access/VISA for immediate despatch. 
Please add SOp p&p to orders under £10. Orders over £10 post free. 

APEX SOFTWARE 
Hastings Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea, 

E. Sussex TN38 SEA 
‘Tel. Hastings (0424) $3283 
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ONE MAN'S VIEW 

Get it right, 
Sir Clive 

Every two years or so that special time comes round again 
when — in classic Sinclair style — Sir Clive and his crew 
unleash their latest and greatest home computer. 

Waiting for it is a mob of anticipating and impatient 
computer freaks like me who will buy anything with the 
wonderfuly angular Sinclair logo on the side. 

Will the OL meet our expectations? Perhaps. 
It certainly sounds good, but so do a lot of other 

things when we first read about them in the hastily- 
written and hazy first impression reports. The reviews 
rave about a computer that nobody, including the writer, 
knows a lot about. 

There are mysterious and conflicting reports of chip 
names, memory capacity and cost until, finally, the 
official literature arrives. Happy would-be customers tear 
‘open the envelopes and scratch their heads in confusion 
when they find, for example, that it costs £100 more than 
they had heard. 

Thankfully, that initial period is over for the OL 
and the solid facts have settled down to a basic list, And a 
very good list it is too: 128K RAM (96 usable after 32K 
for screen display is subtracted), eight colours, several 
text and graphics modes, twin built-in Microdrives, lots 
of interfaces, a seemingly excellent BASIC controlled by 
a Rolls-Royce of processors, an interesting shape and a 
big expansion programme. 

‘And it’s cheap. Or rather, for argument’s sake, it’s 
inexpensive. It really is a lot less than it should be. 

The catch? there doesn’t appear to be one. But 
perhaps everyone is looking in the wrong direction for the 
fatal error. If anything does eventually, or initially, go 
wrong it won’t be the computer. Odds on it will be the 
company. 

For too long we have let it all go by with computer 
companies: the production problems, recalls, apologies, 
re-delivery, the months of waiting. If our friend Sir Clive 
is reading I hope he bows his head in shame. 

I’m ashamed to say that I have had two ZX81s and 
three of the 16K RAM packs for it, finally giving up after 
the third packed up. This time round I’ve really done 
myself proud, not stopping at three Spectrums. Oh no, 
I’ve had eight. No, this is not a typing error — I said 
eight. I wonder how many QLs I'll get. 

Now, patience is one of my better virtues and I know 
that things like this must happen all the time. But it had 
better not happen again. I want to have faith in your 
company, Sir Clive, but you have let me down in the past. 
Your last chance will arrive soon when I order my QL. Be 
warned: there are others like me and it’s a dangerous cut- 
throat market. 

Please get it right. 

John Kilby 
Luton 

@This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
bouquets, to hurl brickbats, or just to share your opinions or 

.. Contributions from individuals earn a fee. Send your views 
to Paul Liptrot, Editor, Home Computing Weekly, No.1 Golden 
Square, London WIR 3AB 



‘and the CBM 64 
3D Silicon Fish by Chris Stamp 

ALL PROGRAMS' 
ONLY 

£5.95 

INCLUDING V.AT. 
4 b an cy 3 1st CLASS POSTAGE 

Flies and WasPs Ss tou OF & PACKING BY RETURN 

‘ecples Bue boot 

FOR THE UNEXPANDED VIC 20 

Silo has to collect Siicon and return to Earth 
before the Krlyon destroys him. Will he make 
Wand collect his reward? Only you can tell 

sh off the in Man 

B 
by Reiner Berke 

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD COMPUTER STOCKISTS 

WE WELCOME HIGH QUALITY SPECIAL OFFER 
PROGRAM SUBMISSIONS AND DERE ES Free Poster With Every Game 

DISTRIBUTORS / DEALERS ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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COMPETITION 

Silversoft is one of our 
longest established software 
houses — and its range of 
best-sellers proves it. 

‘Now you have the chance to win 
a prize package of Silversoft games 
for your Spectrum or 2X81. 
Each of our 84 winners will 

receive software worth about £12, 
That's two cassettes for the 
Spectrum or three for the 2X81. 

Your prizes will be selected from 
the Silversoft range by joint owners 
Dougie Bern and André 
Posumentov. 

Al you have to do is to find the 
Silversoft titles in our word square. 

If you're a winner with either 
model of the Spectrum your prizes 
will be drawn from this list: 
Zorbiter Ground Attack 
Muncher Cyber-Rats 
Slippery Sid Brain Damage 
Exterminator ‘Armageddon 
Mission Impossible 

And if, you have the 48K 
‘Spectrum these titles could be yours 
too: 

Starship Enterprise Sam Spade 
Freez Bees Robot Riot 

Winners with a ZX81 plus 16K 
RAM pack will each receive three 
of the following: 
Invaders 
Muncher 

Asteroids 
‘Alien Dropout 

When the entries are judged no 
distinction will be made between 
‘owners of either computer. 

Entries close at first post on 
Friday April 6. 

How to enter 
Examine the word square carefull 
and try to find all the Silversoft 
software titles all of them, plus 
more, are in the two lists’ from 
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Spectrum 
and ZX81 
users: Win 

great 
games from 

which most of the prizes will be 
r 

lected. 1 

ve fd Silversoft 
marking them with a semlopeqae | competition : 
eltip pen, 
Gaeta] | Entry Coupon - ! 
be used as a label — and send the |! Name 1 
word square with the coupon to us. | J 1 

You must mark on the back of ! Address 1 the envelope the number of 

aedenrenes| { 
model Biron concn and its ! post code 
memory, including RAM pack, on | 
the coupon. 1 

Please do not include anyt! I 1 
else in the envelope. 1 H 

1 1 Soe a eee ee | Sense i ae Wik 
| BS Suaiteiatemcee | 
1YAEPTVYWGVNVYAZUI 
JexTERMINATORXY1D | 
| SetiOce eeu grey € Tal 
zusLIiPpPeERYSsiowcev ! 

laxXHDCBIDONWSPOARS | 
lwexeveHxeVMRAzeT I 
JAALIENDROPOUTCXW | 
;SRSBUGUCTLLOMFNE| 
TZORBITERTPLORRT! 
EYFHTGKEINVADERS | 
RIASFRHJODOBOEMR] 
ozsoecckTinniziwt 
IKI FNBKJLRPEOBOS| 
DPBUHSKINLFFKETS I 
SAMSPADEEMGOLEPO | 
OJGCHMODGHMVUSCR i 

je ae ae ae ee ae ce ee Oe ee ee a ee a 

You may enter as many times as 
you wish provided each entry is on 
the official coupon and word 
square and in a separate envelope. 
Incomplete entries cannot be 
considered. K 

‘Closing date is Friday April 6 at 
first post, 

‘The senders of the first 84 entries 
opened at random, regardless. of 
computer owned, will win the 
prizes. 
The prizes will arrive from 

Silversoft within 28 days of the 
publication of the issue containing 
the names of the winners and the 
solution. 

The rules 
The closing date is first post on Friday 
April 6, 1984 and the prizes will be 

focated according to the How to enter 
section. 

Entries which do not follow. the 
suidance given cannot be considered. 

Entries will not be accepted from 
employees of Argus. Specialist Publications, Silveroft and Alabaster 
Passmore &’ Sons. This restriction also 
Applies to employees families and agents of the companies. ‘The editor's decision is final and no 
correspondence willbe entered into. 
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Vic-20 PROGRAMS | 

and sounds 
you can 

You take on the réle of chief 
garbage collector for the central 
Processing unit. 
The object is to rid the CPU 

of all the rubbish while at the 
same time avoiding the 
“program pulses’” that are 
nes i“ arnt you. 

part from the program 
pulses, you also have to watch 
out for the slippery floor 
because as oon as you stat 
moving it is impossible to stop, except by clinging to the walls 
of the CPU. 

This game requires a joystick 
and runs on the unexpanded 
VIC-20 

REM HON, VERSION WITH REHS 
999 REM CCLRI 

PRINT"D": POKE36879,¢ 
REM CORNICCRSR DOWMICSMCRSR RIGHTICVELICGRN] 
PRINT*HWRBBL) Y>)) AIBUGS B19)?" 
PsPEEK(52)-2:POKES2,P POKES, P CLR FORT=7168T07679. POKEI . PEEK(1+25600> :NEX 

POKES6869, 255 , 
REM CELI 
A=@: FORJ=828T0912:READM: POKES, A=ftX NEXT READ: IFACDXTHENPRINT"ADATA ERR 

1050 FORC=7432T07527: EC/A:NEXT 
1055 REM CWHTICCRSR DOWNIC2WCRSR RIGHTICCRSF DOHNI 
1060. PRINT" SOBIINSTRUCTIONS. . .\V+NM" 
1076 GETASsIFASC>"¥"RNDASC>"H" THEN1076 

iN TEES AEN CEL SESMEASE ura 
1096 PRINT"MTWOU ARE CHIEF GARBAGE COLLECTOR... 
1095 REM CCRSR DOWNICCYN] 
108 PRINT"NRND YOUR JOB 15 TO GETRID OF ALL THE GARBAGEHHICH LOOK LIKE-newe" 
OS REM CCRSR DOWNICVELICSHCRSR RIGHT ICWHT) 
16 PRINT" SMBUT AVOID PROGRAMPBBBBPULSES WHICH LOOK LIKETHIS-a+++" 
15 REM CCRSR DOWNICVELICZ#CRSR RIGHTICCRSE DOWNICHMTICCRSE DOWN] 
26 PRINT'MGIF YOU HiT ANY FULSEDBIMORE THAN 5 TIMES.....MaINSTANT PROGRAM CRAS: 

36 REM ---START-—-— 
40 PRINT"PRESS ANY KEY TO FLAY") 

REM CORSR UPI 
GETAS © IFAS=""THENPRINT"" GOTOL140 

4 
mt 
1 
1 

H! 
rt 
rt 

1165 REMCCLR] 
1178 S¥5828: PRINT!" 
1186 REM ---VARIABLES—— 
1198 ASPEEK(36866)AND128: SC=4¥A+64#(FEEK(36869)ANDI12) C=30720 
1200 $1=36876:S2=S1+1 ‘Ves2+1 NeScezS2'¥=0 

1226 REN-SET-UP-SCREEN— 
1236 FORT=17050:GA=SC+INTCRND(1>#439+67) ° IFPEEK(GR)<OS2THENT=T-1 
1240 POKEGA+C. 3:POKEGA, 42: NEXT 
1250 FORT=17040 : BY=SC+INTCRND(1#498+67> : IFPEEK(BY)<>32THENT=T-1 
1260 POKERY+C, 1 POKEBY, 43° NEXT 
1276 FORB=SC+44TOSC+65 | POKEB+C, S:FOKEB+C+440,5:FOKEB,40:POKEB+449,40:NEXT + 
1280 FORB=SC+66TOSC+4e2STEF22 POKEB+C, 5 POKEB=C+21-5 POKEB, 40: POKEB+21 46: NEXT 
1290 POKEM,32:POKEY. 16 
41295 REMCHOME]CVEL] 
1300 PRINT"SR! 57" TABCI1) "718522" 
131 GOSUB1420 
1320 
1336 
134 
1356 
1368 
1370 
1380 

POKES! ,0:CO=7°CH=41-FR=140 
IFPEEK (241) =OTHENY=1 
IFPEEK(842)=GTHENY=2 
IFPEEK(843)=0THENY=3 
IFPEEK(244 )=6THENY=4 

1. 
i 

rt Fae ac POKES! 150+F Newt 
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Coliect the rubbish... 
Sound effects 

Here are some special effects 
which you might care to use in 
your own programs. 
We have put them all 

together into one demonstra. 
tion program, which runs ‘on 
the VIC-20 with 3K of extra 
RAM, 

If you have a 16K RAM 
pack, the following commands 
entered in direct mode 
immediately after power up will 
set up the VIC to RUN a 
program designed for a VIC or 
a VIC plus 3K: 

POKE8192,0:POKE44,: 
NEW 

POKE36866,150: 
POKE36869,240; 
POKE48,30 

Clear the sereen and you are 
almost ready to go, only one 
last hurdle remains. The 
program which you want to run 
may have a line like this in it: 

POKES6,28:POKES2,28: 
CLR 

This line is used to lower the 
top of memory to protect some 
area of RAM from being over- 
written. 

With a 16K RAM pack, if 
you used the above POKEs, 
you don’t need to lower the top 
of memory — so delete the line 
from the program. Otherwise 
you will get an OUT OF 
MEMORY error as soon as you 
try to RUN. 
© Winning Games on the VIC- 
20, £5.95, is published by Ellis 
Horwood and distributed by 
John Wiley & Sons, of 
Chichester. A tape of all the 
programs in the book is £9.95 
and book and tape together cost 
£11.95. 

‘ 



RETURN 

IFFEEK( 
IFPEEK(M) =46THENM=H+1 * 

32: IFPEEK(M)=4QTHENM=M=1 °4 

17 
141,34, 145 
0,8.0,0.7167 

S11 250 8,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,299,8,8,8,8/8/239,0 
1820 DATA190, 162,162, 130, 

DATAZ4S, 128, 130, 224, 136, 138,250, 198, 138, 138 0,0,0,0,124, 

REM 64 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 4 
REM a 

) 
48 
Sa 
6a 
7a 
3a 3a 
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Vic-20 PROGRAMS 

75 NEX 
76a 

arcade action Invaders will test your skill and 3D co- 
‘ordination to their limits. 8 rippling colour Invader screens of 
‘increasing ditticulty with keyboard controlled 3D laser movement 
and fire sequence. (Brain required) £6.95 

DRAGON 32 
MRC £6.50 Fruit £4.95 @ Look and Learn £4.95 @ Pontoon £4.95 
Missile Command £4.95 # Graphics Demonstrator £4.95 [Cheque for total amount enclosed 

Please supply 

Tango Foxtrot 01 £6.50 ® Space Crystal £6.95 pName 
Address ORIC 1 48K Atmos compatibie: 1 Bae 

Oricle (Smart Oric) £6.95 @ Flight Simulator £6.95 © Super 1 
Fruit £6.95 ¢ Space Crystal £6.95 eee ee ee ee ee ee 
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SO'SOFTWARE 

CAN YOU HANDLE THE ULTIMATE? 
THE MOST AMAZING PROGRAMMES, THE SMOOTHEST 

ACTION, THE HIGHEST RESOLUTION GRAPHICS? 
ALL ULTIMATE GAMES ARE ARCADE STANDARD, 

FEATURE PACKED, 100 MACHINE CODE. 
AND PURE ADDICTION. 
SO WHICH WILL BLOW FIRST - YOUR COMPUTER OR 

YOUR MIND? 

NU EG SONS 
free nthe UK 

Send to 
Ultimate Play The Game, 
The Green, 
Ashby de la Zouch, 
Leicestershi 

P. Tranz Am 
Alic Ate 

«shire, Tel (0530) 411485. Deoler enquiries welcome. 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Airstrike 2 — <isxharse capability — other- 
wise, the instructions say, the 

Atari £9.95 space bar must be pressed to T f 
Engl ware . Felease your bomb-load. I found English Software, Box 43, Man- the SeQeram defaulted 10. the rail o 2 **T" option in any event 

A one- or two-player game, > Airstrike 2 follows the usual y Alike dfane™™ te Palate 28 «gol ape ot estruction? 
horizontally scrolled cavern {tS kin e graphics are nicely illed. with: fu detailed and well complemented 
filled with, fuel  umps and by colour. Ifyou haven't tired of nasties, through which the player PY Colour. If'you haven t tied off 
navigates his Mark X fighter the idea, Airstrike 2 shou! 

demelishing as much of the ie, "OM SPP (or << * a opposition as he can en route. while, 
Although the Mark X is well- TA. 

armed with missiles and bombs, 8 

Enemy mines and? mses are_instrction 70% Whether it’s bombs, oil hewer| 
plenty "and nih ined iran Se nuclear reactors, or plain ol 

can you stop a munitions dumps. are essential Value for money 80% sabotage 
tracts for replenishing on-toard regres disaster in this bunch of 

You are given the option when 
starting of pressing the "T”” key 
for combined missile and bomb 

With less metal it is easier to been rea 
Reactor control the reactor and keep the Bis 95 — colour varied. After SPEctrum —_aiiston down but the power Enelish Software, po re titions the bog era £7.95 Tevel may be too low to complete er M60 3a15 OX 43, Man. Shower ittently il 

Q the second stage. This is essentinn then touch a si 
Gemini, 18a Littleham Rd, If you survive long enough you pian Although the co,t™®-Player will explode lo 
sxmouth, Devon EX8 20G move onto. the second. siage Play ag’in youre SOMPuter can 

where your control unit leaves a an Tun for your a Si¥® You Reactor has an alarming bug — trail of concrete blocks, used for Both Your money 224 & 
the first part of the program filling the reactor to trap the missile Taunch mobile crashes on loading. However the active metals. And so on within worBES. stationas 
next part-will run correctly to Reactor is an absorbing game ‘ 
reveal a challenging arcade-type that shows few signs of being a 
game in which you have the one-minute wonder. SE. 

FJ] daunting task of keeping a 
nuclear reactor under control. instructions 

Power, radiation and. the playability 
number of metals increase when graphics 
gne of the neutrons which value for money 
bounce around the reactor 
collides with a metal. You can XE Sb Wb reduce radiation by knocking a 
metal so it hits the discharge unit 
and leaves the reactor. ut When en, 

target a crit 10ugh mis 
al stag siles hit on. re Will ha 

Sabotage, again, is a variation You, are 
Dewesstation Soy an old theme Ye es Gusher sabotage one’s opponents, have 

with an oil been minimised so success is 
SAbOCAGe weed a was owned CBM 64 £9.95 inostenirey a mater of lick 

contains nous profiteet Whois Visions, 1 Felgate Mews, Siuds THE susp on which the game 
TH994A £4.99 Gere Sermons BO] MPS LEGG MGe Se atepaai tuleaaciat 

Solid Software, 35 Melville Rd, Pete Sr hitant prices. Your job is does little to compensate for 

Sayan, Blackpool FY2 9JF to destroy the elle be The blurb and instructions on the the basic dullness of the game. In packaging had led me to believe 0° it's so boring that I couldn't 
was an entirely original PerSuade anyone to play it with 

that this was an entirely original Tye. I did play it right through 
ie another version of explosives, but eae 
bomber arcade game —jown up in numerical } order and 

* allowed to cross back Devastation 
the popular pular Dome ogesttoY ® you are No ave lai fame, so it was quite a surprise ™¢. 1 did play it right through 
in which you have ys on ity in yer the fuse wire you have laid, to find, on loading it, that it is O8€¢; just in case there 
city by dropping Dom crippled °“Graphics and colour are very merely a computer version of an citing win sequence at the end 

order to land your aswell good and the two games OF Old board game, Not that t'san >, {here wasn’t — but 1’ don’t 
aircraft, In ‘a number of Hevastation and Sal exact copy — most of the ‘thinl SS RE ROGER: TELE 

features that made the board shown are 
- game worth playing have been instructions 

umisyou Devas a the price ong missiles and YOU  yogether at 
ayability i ble. This 0 left out playabil 

should you get imo ised alimited instructions = Tvs @ game for iwo to four £aphics | 
facility can ores, however, aS playability 0% players. You have to produce oil, i for money 
amount of Mage of fuel. The graphics ae transport it by lorry or pipeline 
there Be alue for money 2 spotplayed at any one 
her may be played at any 6 
ee five skill level ofan et 

ing another versio i 
it being ound it very entertain 
ine. 

to a refinery, and then export it 
by ship; the first person to reach 
the export target is the winner. 
The decision-making required, 
and the opportunities to 
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EES ee EE 
SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

By AS 1 PRINT AT 4,7;"PRESS ANY KEY FOR";AT 6,73"A DAY AT THE RACES™;AT 8,75 
<Bird. 1964." 

PAUSE @ 
PAPER 4: CLS : PRINT AT 4,1 
GO SUB 7000 

10 POKE 23609,255: CLS 
15 LET money=28: LET race=0 
20 LET as=" A Ci: LET bS=" DEF": LET c#=" GHI" 
25 PAPER 7: CLS : PRINT AT 1,18; "You have ‘“;money 
38 IF money=@ THEN GO TO 9908 
32 LET race=race+i 
34 RANDOMIZE 
38 IF race=1@ THEN GO TO 9950 
49 LET cI=INT (RND#3) 
42 LET c2=INT (RND#3) 
44 LET c3=INT (RND#S) 
SO IF ci=2 THEN LET cl=7 
52 IF c2e2 THEN LET c2=7 
54 IF c3=2 AND RND>.5 THEN LET c3=7 
49 LET wadeINT (RNDSS)+4 
65 IF sad=4 THEN LET sad=2 
7@ BORDER 4: FOR f=1@ TO 21: PRINT AT €,0; PAPER 4; 

"2 NEXT £ 
3 75 PLOT 0,96: DRAW 36,36: DRAW 183,0: DRAW 36,-36 

7 PLOT 0,96: DRAW Q, 16: DRAW 36,241 PLOT 255,96: DRAW O, 16: DRAW ~36,24 
77 PLOT 36,132: DRAW'O,16: DRAW 183,0: DRAW ,-16 
7@ PRINT AT 4,53 INK 1} PAPER 6;" A DAY AT THE RACES 
80 FOR f=6 TO'9: FOR d=4 TO 14: PRINT AT ¥,03 INK 2:"J"2AT f,a413; "3" 

NEXT # 
85 PRINT INK 23AT 

9,28; "33d 
9@ FOR "0 TO 31: PRINT AT 10,3 INK 15 PAPER 7p "K"sAT 21,f4 7K": 
95 IF race=9 THEN PRINT AT 21,11; FLASH 1; "LAST RACE” 

108 PRINT AT 12,0; INK cl; PAPER 4;a4;AT 
110 PRINT AT 15,05 INK c2} PAPER 4; a5; AT 
120 PRINT AT 16,0; OVER ty INK cS; PAPER 4ya8sAT 19,0;58;AT 18, 
15@ LET n= INT (RND#18) +1 
160 FOR #=12 TO 18 STEP 3: PRINT AT #,65(4/3)~3s1 GO SUB (8OOBIN+((4/4)-3))1 PR 

INT $i PRINT AT #,273"/1"2 NEXT # 
170 GO SUB 7000 
172 FOR f=8 TO 1: FOR g@1 TO 16: PRINT AT fy 
175 FOR f=12 TO 18 STEP 3: FOR g=6 TO 29: PRINT AT yagi PA 
xT 
180 LET a=@: LET be@: LET c#O 
200 PRINT AT 12,ay INK C1 PAPER 4;a%;AT 13,asb#sAT 12, a4 
205 BEEP .006, 

“PLEASE WAIT” 

NEXT dt 

JI" SAT 8,285 "JI"GAT 7,14 "III" SAT 7,34"I"VAT 7,285 "I"VAT By 
NEXT £ 

INK sad) "B 
INK sadety"B* 

INK wads "B’ 

“: NEXT gt NEXT #1 PAUSE 25 
ER 45" "2 NEXT gr NE 

zapalig all allens, 

created A Day 
atthe Races cor 

INK sads"B* 

210 PRINT AT i5,bs_ INK PAPER 4yassAT J6,bsbS;AT 15,be2s INK sade1 
220 PRINT AT 1G,c3 INK PAPER 4;a8;AT 19,cjbS;AT 18,c+2} INK wads 
230 LET a=a+RNDOl: LET beb¢RNDei: LET c=c+RNDel 
240 IF a>27 THEN PRINT AT 12,273 PAPER 43" "sAT 13,275" ": LET an28 
250 PRINT AT 12,a3 INK cly PAPER 4;a8;AT 13,a;c8;AT 12,0024 INK sad 
255 IF a#2@ THEN GO TO 1000 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

much will you 
Fancy a day at the races? Try 
my program and. starting with 
£20, you could win thousands 
of pounds... or you may be 
walking home. 

260 IF D>27 THEN PRINT + LET b=26 
265 BEEP .@13,—-14 
278 PRINT AT i5,b;_ INK 2 
275 IF be28 THEN GO TO 1e5@ 
200 IF c>27 THEN PRINT AT 18,2 

23 INK sadely"B: 
PAPER AT 19,275" "s LET ca2e 

‘Ichave\tned' to. create, some, 298 PRINT AT 18,c3 INK cS; PAPER 45a8;AT 19,¢ The sads "6 thing “quite different from 295 IF c=28 THEN GO TO 1100 
zapping sand escaping 300- Beer -006,~15————— - — 
from mazes, both of which in 4358 LET avaemtin: Le7 beponno: Ler + 60 TO 200 payee . 

° Q=L_TO 10: PRINT AT 13,95" THE WINNE + BEEP .01,40: BEEP .01,30¢ 
say capialon ave) been since 9: NEXT gf BEEP .5,28 
totally exhausted. 1810 IF bet=1 THEN LET money=money+ (stakes (stakesodd!)) 

Anyway, this game is a non- 1028 PRINT AT 1 
violent and realistic day out at 1036 G0 TO 25 
the races. 1986 FOR 9=1 TO. 1@: PRINT AT 16,9¢" THE WINNER ! | {1 BEEP .@1,40: BEEP .01,30+ 

9: NEXT gf BEEP .5,15 
It has proved feiy ackciesive 1060 IF bet=2 THEN'LET money=money+ (stakes (stake#odd2)) 

in my family 187@ PRINT AT 1,28:money 
All the instructions 

are in the program. 

Note: capital 
oe letters in the 

PRINT statements 
should, unless text, 

be entered in GRAPHICS 
mode. 

1088 GO TO 25 
1108 FOR g=i TO 10: PRINT AT 19,95" THE WINNER te: BEEP .01,40: BEEP .01,30+ 
9: NEXT gt BEEP .5,10 
1110 IF bet=3 THEN'LET money=money+(stake+ (stakewodd3)) 
1128 PRINT AT 1,28;money 
1138 GO TO 25 
7800 LET oddi=INT (RND#S)+2 
7018 INT (RND#5) +2 
7020 INT _(RND#S) +2 
7022 IF oddi=6 THEN LET oddi=7 
7824 IF odd2=4 AND RND>.5 THEN LET odd2=3 Feae IF oddaa3 ANd FINO>-e THEN LET od Variables Jase Print AT 12,26;000i;AT 13,26j0002;AT 18,26r0d63 

C1,C2,C3 horse colours 71@@ PRINT AT @,1;"Do you wish to";AT 1,1; "place a bet y/n?! Nbec horizontal position of M] 7ise Te thacvesty! on mevescys THEN BEEP ©2,181 60.70 7is0 
horse Figs if imeyes"n TwEN BEEP 125,101 LET bete@r GO TO 1 

odd 1, odd 2, odd 3 random 7125 GO TO 7118 

race race number up to 9 ® ssce recs number oD Piso IF INKEYe="2" THEN PRINT AT 15,31) PAPER 41 IMM 7;%**s LET bet=2s GO TO 720 : colo z bet which horse bet on 
j stake how much staked on horse fot : ie pest : ¢ a n horse names eas 

ate tneur’ st 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

again": GO TO 72ie 
LET money=money-stake 

3AT 1,283 mor 
PRINT : is 
Ler SATURDAYS BOY ": RETUR 
Ler SAINT PATRICK *: RETURN 
ter DIETOVER ": RETURN 
Ler QUEEN & COUNTRY "2 RETURN 
Ler MR POPPY "2 RETURN 
Ler PINKYS. BARN 
Ler CHIMNEY SWEEP 
Ler MICRO-CHIP ": RETURN 
LET ngs" TAXI FARE “: RETURN 
LET ng=" PURPLE JIM": RETURN 
Ler ALADDIN *: RETURN 
cer TEXAS BORN "s RETURN 
Ler BRICK A BRACK ": RETURN 
LET n=" JAM AND BREAD "1 RETURM 
Ler FIFTY GUINEAS ": RETURN 
cer WONDERFUL WILF "se 
cer BOB A JOB ": RETURN How it works 
ter RACE EM ALL“: RE 10 set keys to beep on money 
Ler LONDON BRIDGE": RETURN inpet 
ERT, “ir illness mai 15 zeroes race, sets up £20 in 
pis bank 
FOR #1 TO 112 FOR n=@ TO 7: READ 1ases nh Seacces iste eats 

DATA @,0,0,0,0,0,31,127,0,0,0,0,1 55,255,160, 160,112,216, Presper 40-54 set colours of horses 
60-65 set colours of saddles 
70-120 draw scene and horses 
150-160 print random horse 

names 
180-350 main race loop 

DATA 189,159,152, 40,40,40,72,144,255,255,0, 192, 160,80,72,60,1 

19,85 DATA 159,159, 152,20, 10,9,9,5,255,2 
DATA 24,60, 126,986,126, 5102, 
RETURN 1000 indicates winner 
FOR #=40 TO ~1@ STEF BEEP .01,f: BEEP 1010-1130 works out winnings 
PAPER St CLS + PRINT AT 1 You'have run out of money you will now have 7000-7030 prints odds 

to walk home. 7100-7250 question user on 
9920 G0 TO 9970 which horsee etc. 
9950 FOR f=A0 TO ~10 STEP ~2: BEEP .01,f: BEEP .01,4410: NEXT # 8001-8020 horse names: these 
9960 PAPER Si CLS : PRINT AT 1,0)" That was the last race of the day. You have can, of course, be changed 
NRO. Geen ok 5 9000-9050 graphics 

9970 PRINT AT 20,25 "Press any-key to ploy again 9900-9970 final message 
9980 PAUSE Or 

COMPUTER CABINETS 
AND HOUSING UNITS 

From only £13 + delivery 

Go'To 10 

Send SAE for colour brochure 

illustrating our range of 

Computer Housing Units and 

Cabinets 

MARCOL CABINETS 
PO Box 69, High Street, Southampton 

Tel: 0703 731168 (24 hr answering) 
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SOMETHING INCREDIBLE 
THIS WAY COMES... 
FIVE MILLION BARBARIANS 

AN ARMY OR TWO OF PERSIANS 
SEVERAL THOUSAND UPSET ARMENIANS 
FIFTY LEGIONS OF ITINERANT ITALIANS 

ees eee: AND YOU! 

ASP SOFTWARE 
A member of the Argus Press Software Group 

Clearly More Adventurous 
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COME A 

12 

pra.clone.—_—— 
1984 is already beginning to see Pro 
Clone Ltd as the most sought-after 
duplication house in the United 
Kingdom. 

WHY? 
© All-our customers receive personal service. 
© All material is dealt with in the strictest 

confidence. 
© Our insistence on the use of quality raw 

materials and stringent quality control. 
Extremely fast turn-round, normally within 
seven days. 

* Very competitive prices. 

We can also supply very high quality blank media 
— any quantity. 

It you would like to discuss your requirements 
further, do not hestitate to contact: 
Justin Banville 
Pro Clone Ltd. 
Whitehill House 
6 Union Street 
Luton, Beds. LU1 3AN 
Tel: Luton (0582) 459376 

data duplication 

l 
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COMMODORE COMPATABLE 
CASSETTE RECORDER AND 

CASSETTE INTERFACE 
ONLY £29.95 

ELFTONE 08011 COMM. CASSETTE 
£19.95 INTERFACE—£9.95 

ccery/Mains @ Load+Save for Comm 64/ 
@ Built in Vic 20 
Condenser Mic Full Remote-Control 

@ Automatic S @ Detailed 
Level Instruction 
Control — 

—Protek- ing Ltd, 1A Young Square, 
Beucefeld Industral Park, Livingston, West Lothian 0506415353. 
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LETTERS 

Piracy, Piracy... how can 
‘we stop it? You've probably 
heard this question a few 
times, but isn’t the most 
sensible answer to reduce 
the price of the games? 

Most good games cost 
around £6 with the best at 
around £12, How can you 
‘expect someone to pay stich 
‘an amount for one game? 

1.go to a school where the 
computer density is very 
high and so is the piracy of 
games. But why do people 
purchase this kind of 
software? . 

It must be possible to sell 
all these good games at 
present on the market with 
a smaller price tag. After 
all, it only costs the 
software houses about 60p 
to market one game. This 
excludes royalties and 
profits which then bring the 
price up to about £10. 

Before I go I'll leave you 
who have copies of games 
with a question: If the price 
of a game was reduced, 
would you buy the copied 
version or the original? 
Samrendu Singh, aged 12, 
Dartford 

It's horses 
for courses 

I would like to point out to 
Mr Mathews (Will we speak 
BASIC? HCW 51) that, 
although the rationalisation 
of computer languages into 
one standard language is in 
essence a good idea, it is in 
fact a totally impractical 
suggestion. 

No single language — 
especially the slow 
interpreted BASIC — could 
possibly cater for the 
specialist applications 
required of it. 

Every language has its 
‘own good points and its 
‘own particular_problems, 
from the low-level but fast 
and, very useful. assembler 
to the most modern of the 
yery high level artificial 
intelligence languages 
(Prolog, Lisp etc) and the 
high-level _semi-compiled 
languages, like Pascal. 

Try writing effective and 
efficient artificial 
intelligence programs. in 
BASIC, of all languages! 

Each’ also has. its own 
specialist applications in its 
own field of industry, 
commerce or whatever: 
Cobol for business and data 
processing, Fortran for 
scientific and mathematical 
problem solving. 

Try writing a Simpson's 
Rule application program 
in Cobol or, conversely, a 
data processing program in 
Fortran. 

Obviously, each language 
has a certain amount of 
flexibility. But for each 

Send your letter to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, No.1 
Golden 

3AB. Don't 
uare, London W1R 
rget to name your 

computer — the best letter 
could win £5-worth of 

software. Got a problem with 
your micro? We'll soon be 

starting a queries page, so send 
your technical questions to 
Queries at the above address 

FIT 

application the most 
effective and appropriate 
language for that appli- 
cation should be chosen. 

Twould point out that the 
original intended appli- 
cation for BASIC was as a 
simple high level language 
for beginners to learn about 
programming. 

This application is now 
filled by yet another 
language, better qualified 
to do this than BASIC: 
Logo. 

Even though BASIC is 
slowly moving away from 
its roots, it would be a 
totally " inappropriate 
language to inflict upon 
professional. programmers, 
especially when BASIC 
itself has diversified into so 
many dialects spread over 
such a wide range of 
incompatible machines. 

Most other languages are 
far closer between machines 
than BASIC. 
G.R.G. Ulill, Arbroath, 
Angus 

Magazines 
must act 

over piracy 
Computer games software 
is the dynamic success story 
of the current economic 
recession and is an. area 
where, for a change, Britain 
has a tangible lead over 
competing countries. 

The games software 
industry is a part of the 
emerging leisure technology 
industry and our lead in 
games will be reflected in 
‘other areas of technology as 
they emerge, given a 
chance. 

The boom in games 
software has created jobs, 
not only directly but in 
printing, duplicating, 
advertising and in the 
magazine industry. As 
leisure technology 
progresses it could become 
a major source of employ- 
ment. 

All this is being 
jeopardised by the selfish 
activities of members of the 
public who are copying 
games instead of buying 
them. This is theft, We are 
not talking about isolated 

instances, we are talking 
about ‘user groups” 
running mini production 
lines at their evening 
meetings and stealing as 
many as 2,000 copies of 
successful individual titles 
at one go. 

Conservative estimates 
regard seven copies for each 
legitimate product as being 
a realistic overall picture of 
the marketplace. 

This is risking. the liveli- 
hoods of everyone in the 
industry, including the 
magazines. The games 
companies have far less to 
spend on advertising space 
and if the epidemic 
continues will have less still, 
This is the reality of the 
situation, 

The media is a powerful 
force yet in this instance is 
doing little or nothing to 
use this power. Some 
magazines even carry small 
advertisements. for blatant 
copies, Some magazines 
have actually carried 
editorial condoning the 
thieves, They are cutting off 
their nosees to spite their 
faces. 
The time has come for all 

computer magazines to 
foll concerted 
campaigti to stop piracy. 
Editorial must campaign 
for law changes creating 
harsher penalties. The 
copying clubs must be 
exposed. Advertising 
executives must filter out 
the pirates’ adverts. Piracy 
‘must become unpopular. 

It is no good expecting 
the software companies to 
solve the problem, they 
have not the organisation or 
power — itis the media that 
has. Any magazine th 
does not act is not facing up 
to reality. 
David Lawson, Mark 
Butler, Bruce Everiss, Ian 
Hetherington, director 
Imagine Software, Liver 
pool. 

ae 
New record 

1 am writing with reference 
to Stephen Butcher's letter 
(HCW 49) about Micro- 
drive order forms. 

T have to take over his 
world record due to the fact 
that I have now received 
eight forms. 
J. McKellar Main, Retford, 
Notts 

=> 
Beaten him? 
I'm writing to see if anyotie 
has got 100 per cent on the 
Spectrum version of The 
Hobbit. My highest score is 
92.5 per cent and if anyone 
has managed to get better 
than my score could they 
inform HCW? 
Phil Hoyle, Rhiendahlen, 
Germany 
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Meteor Race 
Your challenge in this game is 
to survive while bombing 
targets. 

‘The game screen is split into 
two sections: the top half has 
meteors to avoid and the 
bottom has a landscape. 

Your ship will appear in the 
centre of the screen and then 
the screen will scroll from right 
to left, achieved by using 
constantly updated strings.” 

‘The landscape section has 
targets to bomb and to survive 
you must keep hitting the pods, 
which increase your power by at 
east 51 units. 

The. missiles score points 
only. You lose units of power 
for each shot, so don’t be too 
trigger happy! 

Before starting you will be 
asked to choose, a difficulty 
level and this controls your 
power consumption. 

You've lost if you run out of 
power or crash. 

You score 10 points for 
hitting.a pod and 15 points for 
each missi 

The controls are: 
X up 
down arrow down 
up arrow up 

Variables 
PC% power consumption level 
PW% power level 
‘UDA vertical position of space- 

raft 
AS Tandseape string (not_up- 

dated 
GSMS landscape and meteor 

string variables 
us, RIS variables sed in up- 

dating string variables 
‘SN joop counter — used when 

removing hit objects 
PK, KS keyboard values 
SCM% your score 
HI high score 

Listing for Meteor Race 

1@ REM 
20 REM BY A.P.GARDNER 
32 PRINTCHRS (17) ; CHRS (5) :LORESB 
49 GosuBveee 
45 Scx=8 
47 REM CHOOSE DIFICULTY 

"RINT"WHAT POWER CONSUMPTION (1-7) 
INPUT"7 BEING HARDEST" ;PCX 

POR< ATHENPCK= 1 
89 IFPC%>18THENPCZ=1@ 
85 PCX=PCL+S 
@7 cs 
9@ GOSUB12e0 
95 REM SET VARIABLES 
198 Pwx=500:UD%=7 
120 WAIT1E0 
158 As="ccccececcececeecececeeececeecceceeece™ 
170 FORN=22TO17STEP-1 
188 PLOT! | 
198 NEXTN occececececececececeeceecee 

cecce a fecgececee 9 € 

268 Le= a ‘ a 
278 HEM" od 4 4 
288 REN MAIN LOOP 
388 FORC=1 7060 
310 PK=PEEK (520) 
320 IFPK=108THENUDE=UD%+2 
330 IFPk=1 76ANDUDX>7 THENUD%=UD% 
TAQ IFPK=156THENPHX=PW%- (PCZ#2) :GOTOBBE 
368 IFSCRN( 14 ,UD%) < >S20RSCRN (15, UD%) <>32THENI@0@ 
578 PLOTI4,UD%, "ab 
385 PLOTI6,17, 
420 LIGsLEFTE (GE, 1) :RIS=RIGHTS(G#,59) 
450 GeeRiseLis 
440 LISeLEFTS (HE, 1) :R1S=RIGHTS(HE,59) 
450 HeRiseLis 
468 LISLEFTS (18,1) sR1S=RIGHTS (18,59) 
470 IfeRiseLis 
400 LIS=LEFTS (J8, 1) :RIS*RIGHTS(I#,59) 
490 J#=-RiseLis 
S00 Lis=LEFTS (Ks, 1) :RIS@RIGHTS ( 
Sie Ke-RiseLis 

How it works 
30 switches off key-click/cursor 

and selects lo-res graphics mode 
50-87 select skill 
100-270 set variables 
310-385 scan keyboard, make 

‘adjustments, check for crash, 
PLOT your craft 

x 1000-1130 fail routine: PRINTs 
scores and waits for 

1200-1300 set up screen 
9000-9080 set up user-defined 

‘characters 



oS CS es aE iS eee 
ORIC PROGRAMS 

908 SCX=SCK+S:PLOTIO,SN, 
920 IFGN=14THENIS@LEFTS (1 
930 IFGN=15THENH#*LEFTS (HS 515) +" "4RIGHTS (HS ,44) 
940 IFSN=16THENGS=LEFTS (GS, 15)+" “+RIGHTS(G8,44) 
990 IF SN=17THENFS=LEFTS (FS, 15)+" “+RIGHTS(FS,44) 
36@ GOTOI6® 
998 REM YOU ARE DESTROYED 
1908 PLOT14,UDx, 
1005 PLAY®, 1,1, 10000 
1010 FORN®7TO@STEP=1 
1028 PAPERN 
1025 WAITS® 
163 NEXTN 
1048 WAITION 
1858 CLS 
1968 PRINT: PRINTSPC(11) "YOU'RE DEAD 
1070 PRINT:PRINTSPC (18) "YOU SCORED *}SCx 
1888 IFSCX>HITHENHI=5CX 
1098 PRINT:PRINTSPC(7) "HIGH SCORE TODAY “sHI 
1182 PRINT: PRINTSPC(S) "PRESS CRETURN] TO PLAY AGAIN 

1,1, 2000 
SeRIGHTS (18,447 

520 LIS*LEFTS(L¢,1) 
530 LeeRiseLis 
S40 LIS=LEFTS (MS, 1) :R1S=RIGHTS (ME ,29) 
550 HeeRieeL is 
68 PLOTI,16,LEFTS(GS,37) 
610 PLOTI15,LEFTS (5,37) 
620 PLOTA,14,LEFTS (IS 
630 PLOTI,13,LEFTS (38,37) 
648 PLOTI,11,Ks 
650 PLOTI,9,L# 
668 PLOTI,7,NS 
665 PLOTI1,2,"SCORE “+STRS(SCx) 
678 PWi=PWi-PCX 
475. 1FPWX<@THENPLOT12, 12, "OUT OF FUEL 
688 PLOTIG,24,"POWER “+STRS(PHX)+" = 
698 NEXTC 
70@ GoTO218 
798 REM CHECK FOR HIT 
@9@ FORSN=(UD%+1) TO17 
G1@_IFSCRN (16,SN) <>32THENES® 
820 NEXTSN 
850 IFSCRN(16,SN) <>99THENGS® 
868 PLOTI6,SN, “2” 
878 PLAY®,1,1,2008 
875 GOTOSée 
877 REM SOMETHING IS HIT 
888 SCZ=SCx+18 

TFSCRN(16,SN) 

RAS“RIGHTS(LE,29) 

T11@ KS=KEYS 
L120. TFK#C>"" THENTFASC (KS) =15THENSS 
1138 GoTOI110 
1198 REM SET UP SCREEN COLOURS 
1200 PAPERG: INKS 
1218 PLOT@,2,6 
1228 FORN=77011 
1238 PLOT@.N,1 
124@ NEXTN 
1250 FORN=131022 
126 PLOT@,N,2 
1278 NEXTN 
1200 PLOTI,24,6 
138 RETURN 
990 REM USER DEFINED GRAPHICS 
9000 FORP= (4600+ (97#8) ) TO (46000+ (10: 
9818 READUS: POKEP ,US:NEXTP: RETURN 
9228 DATAG,0,48,65,65,5,0,8 
9858 DATA®,@,24,56,65,52,0,8 
9248 DATASS,43,65,63,65,85,63,63 
9850 DATAG,3,31,63,55,65,24,0 
9868 DATAIS,9,56,18,9,36,18,9 
9878 DATASG, 16, 18,18, 18,12, 18,33 
9888 DATAI2, 12, 12,38, 12,12,38,58 

:G0TO1880 

O2THENPH=PHX+6S: PLOT16,SN,“e": PLAYS 
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ORIC PROGRAMS 

Swerve 
You're pitted against the 
computer in a battle of skill. 

You and the computer start 
at opposite sides of the screen, 
moving towards each other. 
Both of you leave a wall behind 
you and your wall is solid. 

‘You must avoid the walls and 
smaller obstacles and not leave 
the game boundary. 

The loser is the first to crash 
five times. 

You control your direction 
with the cursor keys. 

How it works 
30 switches off key-click/cursor 

and sets screen colours 
60-130 scan keyboard, make 

adjustments, check for collis 
ion, PLOT player's square 

140-190 adjust computer's posi 
tion, PLOTs square, checks 
for an obstacle 

200-250 changes computer's 
direction, checks for collision 

260-320 crash routines for you 
‘and computer 

400-470 PRINT latest scores 
500-560 game over, PRINT who 

‘won, wait for Key-press 
5000-5040 automatically adjust 

position of you and computer 
7000-7130 set some variables, 

PLOT screen 
‘8000-8070 set other variables 

and select skill level 
9000-9110 setup  user-de! 

graphics 

Variables 
¥ your total score 
© computer's total score 

IL. skill level values 
P/KS keyboard values 
HY%(N), V%(N) horizontal, ver- 

tical’ positions of computer 
and you 

D9%(N) direction of computer 
and you 

N controls arrays H%, V% 
and D% 

- a 
att 
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Listing for Swerve 

1@ REM SWERVE 
28 REM BY A.P.GARDNER 
PRINTCHRS (17) 3 CHRS (6) : PAPER@: INKS 
GOSUBIBee 

538 GosuBeeee 
‘55 GOSUB7eee 
57 REM MAIN LOOP 
68 P=PEEK (528) 2N<@ 
20 IFP=172THENDZ(N)=1 
80 IFP=18@THENDZ(N) =2 
9@_IFP=188THENDX(N) =3 
108. IFP=156THENDZ (N) =3 
118 GOSUBSe@@ 
128 IFSCRNCHZ(N) ,VZ(ND ) <>S2THENSOB 
138 PLOTHZ(N) ,VxEND ,"a™ 
148 Net 
158 GOSUBSe@e 
168 IFSCRN(HZ(N) ,VZ(M) ) ¢>32THENZ@B 
17@ PLOTHX(N) ,VZ(N) ,"b™ 
188 HA%=HE (ND 2 VI%=VEIND 
198 GOTOS® 
195 REM ADJUST COMPUTER'S DIRECTION 
200 Fe INT (RND(1) #2) sHX(N) =HIX2 VE(N) @VI% 
210 IFF=@THENDZ(N) =D%(N)~1 
220 IFF=1THENDZ(N) =DZ(N) +1 
223 IFD%(N)<1THENDZ (N) =4 
226 IFDX(N) >4THENDZ (ND =1 

TFSCRN (HX (N) , VX (N) ) =S2THENI7@ 
HAND Hs VX EN) =VI% 

243. IFD%(N) =STHENDX (N) =1:G0TO247 
244  IFD%(N) =4THENDX (N) =2:G0TO247 
245. DX(N) =D% CN) 

7 GOSUBS808 
95@_IFSCRN (HK (ND ,V%(N) )=S2THENI7® 

255 REM COMPUTER’ CRASH 
268 SHOOT 
278 FORN=7TOOSTEP1 : PAPERN: WAIT2@: NEXTN 
200 Y=Ye1 
298 GoTO4e@ 
295 REM YOU CRASH 
300 EXPLODE 
31 FORN=7TOOSTEP- 
328 O=0+1 
398 REN SHOW LATEST SCORES 
400 WaIT100 
410 CLS 
420 IFY=STHENSIO 
430 IFO=STHENSO® 
440 PRINT: PRINT: PRINTSPC (11) * 
450 PRINT: PRINTSPC (1) “ORIC-1 
460 WAITS@8 
478 GOTOSS 
490 REM GAME OVER 

/APERN: WAIT 20: NEXTH 

= you 

S1@ PRINT: PRINT: PRINTSPC (13) "YOU WIN" 
520 FORN=1 TOS: PING: HAITS@: NEXTN 
530 Ks=KEvs 
Ff 
S50 KS*KEYS: IFKE=""THENSS® 
368 GoTOSe 

Hints on conversion 
These games could be fairly 
easily converted to most 
computers with Microsoft 
BASIC. POKE and CHRS state- 
ments can be removed. 

PAPER, INK control back- 
ground, foreground colours 

WAIT creates a pause for a 
specified number of milli- 
seconds 

PLOT x,y is equivalent to 
PRINT @. x is the horizontal 
position and y the vertical 
PLOTing a number sets a 
colour attribute 

KEYS scans the keyboard 
SCRN (x,y), (sereen PEEK) 

returns the ASCII value for 
the position given 

CLS clears the screen 
PLAY creates a sound and 

'be deleted or replaced. 
SHOOT, EXPLOD 

are Orie sound com 
SPC can be replaced by TAB 

or removed 

80 FAR’ 

540 PRINT: PRINT: PRINTSPC (3) “PRESS A KEY FOR ANOTHER Gant 



REM ADJUSTMENTS TO DIRECTION 
TFD% (ND = THENHZ (N) =H (N) —1 
IFDX (ND =2THENVZ(N) =VZ(N) +1 
TFDX (ND =STHENHE (N) =H (N) +1 
IFD% (N) =4THENVZ(N) =VZ(N)—1 
RETURN 
REM SCREEN 
HE (@) 2132 VX (@) =132D%(@) = 
HAL) 9 252VK (1) 1S DEOL) 1s INKO 
PLOT! ,@, "cddddddddddddddddddddddddddddaddddade” 
FORN=1T025 
PLOTS Ny" ne 
NEXTN’ 
PLOTS ,26,"F555549539595555549555555I55559593550" FORN=1TOSL 
A=INT(RND (1) #55) +2 
Bm INT (RND(1) #24) +1 
IFB=1STHENIFA>12ANDAC26THEN7@0@ 
PLOTA,B, "0 
NEXTN: INKS 
RETURN 
REM VARIABLES, CHOOSE SKILL LEVEL 
Yar 0-0 
cus 
PRINT: PRINTSPC(S) “WHAT SKILL LEVEL 1-38)" 
PRINT:INPUT" 1 BEING THE EASIEST™;SL. 
TFSLC1THENSL=1 
IFSL>SOTHENSL=30 
CLSswaITi00 
RETURN 
REM USER DEFINED GRAPHICS 
FORP= (46808+ (97%G) 170 (4680+ (10648) +7) 
READU: POKEP ,U: NEXTP: RETURN 
DATAGS,63,65,63,63463,63,63 

DATAG,0,8,0,0,0,63,0 

9078 

9100 
9118 

Variables 
SL. skill level value 
AS, BS belt strings 
LV% number of remaining lives 
LYS LS strings to display lives 
SC% score 
HI high score 
UD% vertical position of person 
KS keyboard value 
W% WAIT value — controls 

speed 
GS stores belt 

edges 

Conveyor Belt 
As an errand person you always 

et the worst and most 
langerous jobs. 
‘The evil wizard has given you 

a message to take to the 
How it works 

30 switches off key-cl ck/eursor 
manager of the mines. To do 
this you must cross two lines of 
conveyor belts which carry 
lumps of ore. 

You must leap from belt to 
belt without hitting the ore — if 
you do you're knocked into the 
machine workings and that can 
be painful. 

The wizard has also cast a 
spell which makes you start 
again after you've crossed. 

Luckily, you have three lives 
and you can adjust the level of 
difficulty. 

‘You move forward by press- 
ing any key and gain five points 
for every line of belts crossed. 

and. selects lo-res graphics 
mode 

{60-100 select skill level and make 
adjustments 

107-110 set other variables 
130-140 scan keyboard 
150-200 adjust belt strings and 

PLOT them on screen 
210-280 check for hit, PLOT 

person, PLOT latest score 
300-384 fail routine, updates 

lives total and checks for end 
of game 

390-460 end of game, PRINT 
scores, waits for key 

500-580 you've crossed, update 
score 

(650-750 set up screen and colours 
9000-9050 set up user-defined 

graphics 

REM BY A. P.GARDNER 
PRINTCHRS (17) | CHRE (6) © 
PAPER@: INKS 
G0SUB9a00 
cus 
PRINT: PRINT: INPUT"WHAT SKILL LEVEL (1-4) "35. 
TFSLC1THENSL=1 
IFSL>4THENSL=4 
IFSL=1 THENAS=" 
IFSL=2THENAS=" 

LEFTS(LVS,LV. 
sweet 
115. IFSL>1THENWx=SL*S 
128 GOSUBES® 
130 Ke=kEvs 
180. IFK#<>"*THENUDZ=UD%-2 
158 RS=RIGHTS(AE,35) :L4°LEFTS (AS, 1) 
168 AS=RESLS 
170 RS=RIGHTS(BE,1) :L#=LEFTS(BS,35) 
100 Be=ResLs 

PLOT ,7,ASs PLOTS .9,B$:PLOTI,11,A8:PLOTI, 13,58 
PLOTL,17,A6:PLOTI ,19,B8: PLOT ,21,A#: PLOT ,23, Be 
PLOTIG,25," "sPLOTI8,15," * 
TFSCRN{18,UD%) <>S2THENSOO 
PLOTIB,UDX, "a" 
TFUD%< 7THENS@@ 
PLOT? 1, STRS (SCX) sPLOT7,2,STR# (SCZ) 
TFSCZSHITHENHI=SC% 
PLOT2S,1,STRS(HI) :PLOT23,2,STRE (HI) 
warTWR 
Gorois@ 
REM YOU'RE HIT 
PLOT18,UD%,CHRS (126) 
PLAYB, 141,508 
TFUDKC17THENSCX=SC%+5, 
warTSo 
PLOT18,UD%, "b 
PLAY®,1 51,5000 
PAPER? : WALTS® 
PAPERI:WALTS@ 
PAPERQ: WAIT108 
PLOTI@,UD%," * 
LxeL viet 
LOmLEFTS(LVS LYE) +" © 
PLOTS4,1,L8:PLOTS4 
TFLVZ2@THENUD%=251 KEV: GOTO1S@ 
cs 
PRINT: PRINTSPC (11) “YOU'RE DEAD" 
PRINT: PRINTSPC (10) "YOU SCORED “}SC% 
IFSC% >HI THENHI =GC% 
PRINT: PRINTSPC (10) “HIGH SCORE “;HI 
PRINT: PRINTSPC(S) "PRESS CRETURN] TO PLAY AGAINY 
Keekeye 
IFKS<> 
GoT0440 
REM YOU"VE CROSSED! 
FORN=103:PLAYQ, 1 ,2, 100: WAITS@:NEXTN 
PLOT18,UD%," * 
Ubxe25: scxescx+1@ 
PLOT18,UDz,"a" 
GoTo130 
REM SCREEN 
cus 
POKES8081 , 18: POKESE121 
PLOT2, 1, "SCORE": PLOT2,2, “SCORE* 
PLOT29, 1, "LIVES": PLOT29,2, "LIVES" 
PLOTS4,1,L$:PLOTS4,2,L8 
PLOTIS, 1, “HI~SCORE” : PLOT1S,2,"HI~SCORE™ 
PLOTI, i, 2:PLOT1 »2,2 
PLOT1,7,AS:PLOTI,9,B#: PLOT! 11 ,A8:PLOTI,13,8¢ 
PLOT1,6,C## PLOT ,8,C#:PLOT! ,18,C#:PLOT1,12,C$:PLOTI 

314,C8 
700" PLOT: , 17, A$: PLOT! ,19,BSsFLOT1 ,21,A#:PLOTL ,23,8¢ 
785 _PLOT116,C#:PLOT! ,18,C#:PLOTI ,20,C#:PLOTI,22,C#:PLO 
11,24,c8 
718 PLOT18,25, 
728 FORN=77023STEP2 

*THENIFASC (K#) =1:STHENGOTOS® 

PLOT@,5,2:PLOT®,15,2:PLOT@,25,2 
RETURN 
REM USER DEFINED GRAPHICS 
FORP= (46088+ (97#8) ) TO(46880+ (10048) +7) 
READUS: POKEP , US: NEXTP: RETURN 
DATAS1 ,17,31,4,51 44,10, 17 
DATASS,0,0,12,12,0,0,33 
DATAG, 12, 14,30,30,28,8,0 
DATAG,0,4,12,12,0,0,0 
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HEAD OFFICE (MAIL ORDER DEPT.) 
5 KING STREET, MELTON MOWBRAY, 

LEICS LE13 1XA 
TEL: (0664) 68223/62517 

SPECTRUM STACKLIGHT PENS ATARI 600/800 XL 
AN DIDDUME: £5.45 ATARI £27.95 DONKEY KONG £28.95 
ee ote oe GENUN £5-¢5 BBC £27.95 CENTIPEDE £28.95 
Serpac fogs cam 6a £27.95 DEMON ATTACK £31.95 
LUNAR JET MAN fsas VIC-20 £27.95 GALAXION £28.98 
COOKIE £5.48 Seen Bie 
Psst £5.45 RIVER RAID £28.95 
ATIC-ATAC £5.45 SOCCER £23.95 

ESPIONAGE ISLAND. £6.95 vic-20 MOON SWEEPER £31.95 
CHEQUERED FLAG £6.95 m eT. £28.95 
CAVE MAN £4.95 ALIEN ATTACK £5.95 FATHOM £31.95 
FIRE BIRDS £5.95 CRAZY KONG £6.95 LORD OF THE RINGS £33.95 
DIGGER DAN. £5.85 FROGGER £6.95 Q-BERT £33.95 
ARCADIA £5.45 JET PAC(8K) £5.45 TUTANKHAM £33.95 
MOLAR MAUL £5.45 SIREN CITY £6.95 FIRE £14.95 
200M £5.45 EVEREST ASCENT £6.45 MISSILE COMMAND £28.85 
SCHIZOIDS £5.45 STAR TREK £6.95 NOVA BLAST £31.95 
ai ear reaped DARTS £14.95 
GALAXIONS £5.94 
EVEREST ASCENT £6.45 teeth ct anes 
HOBBIT £14.95 'SCRAM £19.95 

FuicttT SIMULATION fas COMMODORE 64 SNOOKER £14.98 AQUAPLANE fyag ARCADIA £5.45 VAULTS OF ZURICH £19.45 
‘ASTRO BLASTER £4.95 CRAZY KONG £6.95 WORD HANGER £4.95, 
CHESS PLAYER £6.95 FROGGER £6.95 XENON RAID £14.95 
FRENZY £4.95 PURPLE TURTLES £7.95 BLACK JACK £14.95 
GAMES DESIGNER: £6.95 ‘SIREN CITY £6.95 DATA BASE £19.95 
GRID RUNNER: £6.95 EVEREST ASCENT £6.45 DRAW PIC £23.95 
MINED OUT £4.94 ‘SNOOKER £8.95 MAGIC WINDOW £8.95 
VERNONS LAIR £6.95 STAR TREK £6.95 PILOT. £14.95 
3D STRATEGY £7.45 GALAXIAN 64 £7.95 ‘VENUS VOYAGER £14.95 
NIGHT FLITE £5.95 JUPITER LANDER (ROM) £9.95 
RACING MANAGER £5.95 ‘SEA WOLF (ROM) £9.95 

FALCON PATROL 7: 
DRAGON siti JUST £48.95 FOR THE 

AREA RADAR CONTROLLER £6.95 ATARI PROGRAM RECORDER! 
BIG SIX £5.95 COMMODORE RECORDER £43.95 
CASTLE ADVENTURE £6.95 
DANGER ISLAND £6.95 
DEATH CRUISE £6.95, SOFTWARE FROM £4.95 FOR THE 
GOLF £7.95 
HANDICAP GOLF £6.95 SPECTRUM, BBC, ATARI 600XL/800XL, 
HORACE AND THE SPIDERS £5.95 HORACE GOES SKLING £6.98 VC2600, COMMODORE 64, VIC-20, ORIC, 
Henan HonAce pee DRAGON AND TEXAS COMPUTERS. 
eve OF ROT fee Coot ------------------ == 
LEG IT £5.45 H MANY MORE AVAILABLE! SAE FOR LISTS. I 
oo Hea | _ Please find enclosed Cheque/PO or debit my Access/Visa Card 
ST GEORGE fe.95 | No. for the following game forthe | 
CUTHBERT IN THE JUNGLE £6.95 : —————————— — ——compuler. ! 

ie 4. 
! 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE | 2. 5. I 
We stock a large selection forall y 3. 6. ! 
ages. From Mr Men to ‘O’-Level | NAME I 
Maths! inc. Astro Maths/Jungle e I 

Maths, MrT Tells the Time, ADDRESS I 
Mr T Money Box. Hl I 
ee ee ee ee 



n arcade adventure 
ome proportions. 

powers of hell have 
the signs of ZODIAC 

of THE ABYSS, 

y by annihilating 
stand in your 

£7.95 ¢ 

—~5). 
TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE UTD NEST HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322) 92513/ 
MAIL ORDER. 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY) 24 one CARD SALES... HORLEY (0293: 
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.O. ACCESS VISA 50p-POSTAGE & PACKAGING a ee 



BEST SELLERS 

1 Manic Miner 

a ieee ances Spectrum (1) 

SDAA cee ete 
4 Atic Atac Utti ree) 
5 Hunchback aoe comer u 

n 32 6 The Hobbit 
(10) 

‘Top Ten programs for the 
Drago! 

7 Bear Bower eee Spectrum 6) 
pectrum (22) 

4 House (1) 8 LunarJetman Uti 

4 Hungry Horace beohiorrn 
9 Chinese Juggler batalicad epecran 7) 

a UGH Peaksoft (—) 10 ChuckieEgg = AGF s pase 

Dabs bl Microdeal (10) 
11. Buga Boo 

ipectrum (11) 

4 Skramble 
(The Flea) i 

5 Stein a Microdeal (—) 
12 Eskimo Eddie Coie eat ey 

il ) 13 Frogger 

6 Up Periscope Ee eal ” 1d Sroorer Laie) Dragon (15) 

7 Devil Assault Microdee! (2) 
15 The King Nessie VIC-20 (28) 

8 Eight Bal Microdee! (—) 16 Falcon Patrol Virgi aati 

9g TheKing 
17. Hobbit Nene pave 

nian 
rd 

IM 64 (1: 

10 Traneyivan picts shepher 1B JetSetwiie Sofware re) 

ss 
rojects Spectrum (—) 

19 Chequered 5 
20 Cuthbert ai Psion Spectrum (19) 

Jungle 

Top Ten programs for the VIC-20 ZiMundlieck Super BBC 
22 Pedr 

1 Computer Wars Thorn EMI (1) ZB Zz00m peers Dragon (28) 

2° Wizard and the 
oni Harte ide Donen Spectrum (17) 

Princess M. House (3) 25 Penetrator baie Spectrum (9) 

3 Crazy Kong Interceptor (—) Se abe Ces ate 

4 Bewitched pale) erica Koen Sri CBM 64 (30) 

5 Paratrooper sso Be cree interceptor CBM 64 (24) 

6 Gridrunner Uamasott (8) 29 Arcadia Naboed CBM 64(—) 

BRS Llamasoft (2) 30 Crashman Platt VIC-20 (22) 

Arcadia Imagine (6 , 

pel raced are pis 4 
Generation Spectrum (—) 

Jet Pac Ultimate (10) Compiled by it PCS Distribution (0254 691211) fr 

Compiled by Websters. Figures i sample of 40 deoersin the U.K. and Northern ial 
Gormotect Py Webetece Fer i brackets are Chart is for sales in the fortnigl Soledad eats 

81 
Top Ten programs 

for the 2X' 

a i Sinclair a 

4. Flight Simulation Sinclair (—) 
Spectrum 

Chess 1K ‘aadictive () 
Ten programs for the pe 

3 Football Manager Guicksive (3) 

4 (Invaders Suicksiva (2) 

6. Defender sinclair (—) 
6 Fantasy Games Sinclair (—) 

Ugh pss (4) 
8 Krazy Kond pss (6) 
9 Hopper Bug Byte (—) 

10 2X0. sinciair(—) 
Sabotage 

“ ir kets are 

Compiled by 
Websters. Figures in bracket 

For week's positio
ns 
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(10 YEARS AFTER) 
ZX SPECTRUM VS. 07: 48 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Captain 
Sticky’s Gold 
Atari £9.95 

English Software, Box 43, Man- 
chester M16 3AD Captain Sticky loves chewing 
gum, Trouble is it costs money. 
That's where you come in — or 
should I say go under. 

The Captain finances his 
supply of gum by stealing gold 
from a seabed mine, As his latest 
crew member you will joystick 
yourself down to the mine and 
send the gold back topside 
automatically, by attaching a 

There is a limited air supply. 
Harmful sea-creatures lurk in the 
depths. A helicopter occasionally 
flies overhead dropping depth 
charges. There are even seabed 

Centimunch 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 

missile launchers to cater for. 
Your harpoon gun will be found 
useful although I found it 
slow on the — draw. 

‘The graphics in Captain Si 
are very good indeed. Such is the 
detail, the sky darkens when 
clouds obscure the sun above the 
sea. There are five lives available 
for the one or two players, and 
many skill levels to chose from. 

If arcade games are your forte 
you will enjoy Captain Sticky. If 
not, you could find the game 
soon becomes repetitive. Needs 
joystick. TA. 
instructions 75% 

xk kk 

fareade,and once the bug bites, 
you will be well and truly 
infected with the enthusiasm. 

‘A number of skill levels’ are 

to outer 
space 

ship's. many 49 the as FW < payabcy 80! Something for everyone in 
whip fora rel of ar. ieee son this mixed bag of programs 

fo, it isn't as easy as that. 

only occas 
centre apna 

available from beginner to dare: £9.9) fp Us also Md TNT, Melion House, Lindal, evil have to admit [had to A dlkt sere bio 9receivea diver fOF Ulverston, Cumbria concentrate really hard to reach it s rn a's the third page using the cursor The 7 

asionally — mo off, 11 isi alone wouth” the 

‘A rather superior worm game. 
‘The food is distributed in a 3D 
maze; the more you eat, the 
longer you become and the 
harder it gets! Eat the random 
bees and acquire a higher score, 
but avoid the stinging spider. 
‘Consume all the food on one 
level to gain access to the gate 

keys. The program doesn’t claim 
to be joystick compatible, but it 
ought to be for really high 
scores. 

Just one point of aggravation! 
Of the few words to appear on 
the screen, one is mis-spelled and 
this really looks bad. Please use a 

Arcturus 
Spectrum 

eit £6.95 

Visions, 1 Selgate Mews, 
Jand Street, London 

turn 

Stud- 

is sists of attempting 
a 

Tis ga om wan 
RETO a cos of ame 

plane, As the inlay CA Pan y then hiss the best version Thay 
matt i ar. 

you can pity Sr computer Seen#0 w 

Computer, ‘There are plenty oF 
mas, both on the inka 

bi 

Oe eee *a 
card umnate choice of Papet 804 ayablity 

unfortikes for hard work 
reading Fraphics we 

ough the 
20 the game proper, the 
first thing you must do is sive 
your name. After that & 
Hewildering array of options are 
pen to YoU, skill level, secon 

per move, oF minutes pet game 
and so on. One 
Useful options is 

sounds as though I am knock! 
4 

Pe accToe ‘whatever 
embellish- 

ments this particular author has 

‘As a preliminary Value for money 

ree 

‘of the more 
the ability to 

‘off the sound. If all this 

T'm not. The game i 

Quizmaster — 
Sports and 
Games 

48K Oric £5.95 
R & R, 34 Bowton Rd, Tuffley, 
Gloucester GL4 OLE 

Quizmaster is a test of both your 
general knowledge and specialist 
sports knowledge. You select 
which subject you prefer at the 
start_and questions are then 
posed for you, together with 4 
possible answers. If you choose 
correctly your score is increased 
but if you are wrong then the 
answer is revealed and you move 
‘on to the next question. 

T reckon there are about 120 
questions in each category and 
the degree of difficulty is such 
that most members of a family 
have a chance of getting the right 
enswer. Of course 4 options 

dictionary, progrmmers! _D.M. which leads to the next month's 
garden which is more complex. instructions 95% Ge All the features we have come playability 85% ‘ely wd 
to know and love are here; High graphics 95% Dressing the sic, When instruct A, 
pears: Hall ote ead sound value for money 100% spaces astUctions tell orth playability 60% ct wi p's ll us that i mode. kKkKkKKke Fist, folfowea't isle is eg fznPhies 759% 

The graphics are of a super missiles. T found ino, Outer wing ‘or money 85% 
standard, well up to that of the this happened 80% 

displayed means you might only 
‘be guessing — but who knows? 

1 experienced a few little 
quirks on loading, but this seems 
not_uncommon with very long 
BASIC programs such as this. 

In any program of this nature 
there is always a question mark 
over its lasting value but 
provided the questions are 
generated in a random fashion 
then there are enough here to 
keep you occupied for some 
enjoyable hours. 

P.S.W. 

instructions 80% 
playability 70% 
graphics 70% 
value for money 75% 

x kok ok 
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NEW AMAZING LOW PRICES!! 
WRITE OR PHONE NOW FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF NEARLY 600 

TITLES FOR THE ATARI, BBC, CBM 64, DRAGON, ORIC, 
SPECTRUM AND ZX81 ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES! AND GET 
AUTOMATIC FREE MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOFT TOUCH CLUB. 
AS A MEMBER YOU WILL RECEIVE A REGULAR NEWSLETTER 

CONTAINING NEWS REVIEWS, SPECIAL OFFERS, COMPETITIONS 
AND THE SOFT TOUCH HELPLINE TO ASSIST WITH THOSE 

PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS! 
(YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS WILL BE WELCOME!) 

ATARI commopore 6 a one : PRIVATE ADVENTURE apy SOTIME TREK, ‘ANI 19 NON u 138 
BONKEY KONG ATA GRANDMASTERCHESS AUD 13.99 ZORGANSREVENGE UK 23s SECRET MISSION ADV ARCADIA TMA rt HUNCHBACK ocr $35 BATTY BUILDERS ENO Sikenctry Nt $3: HOPPER PSs $55 STEEPLEJACK ENG GRID RUNNER mtx a3 ULTIMATE ZONE TAN 6 tecorr IMA HOVVER DOVER tA 638 THEM vik 6% 
MAGIC WINDOW Qui REDOF MUT. CAMEL ta os IRELAND OF DEATH oct $9 COMPUTER WARGAMES ENE HUNCHBACK oct So ACHEROUS RAGE Sos io ETPHONE HOME ATA KRYSTALSOF20NG Pss 4 DRACULASREVENGE Sos i 
biGbuG ATA FALCONPATROL vik S% ORICCALK TAN 1275 peacuunmicy DRAGON noc DRAGRUNNER can * SPECTRUM CYLONATTACK Aae CUTHBERT GOES JETSET WILLY SPR 499 TWINKINGDOM VALLEY BUG WALKABOUT MDL 6 HALLSOP THE THINGS ey 635 GORE doc GLAXxons Mt 8 SCUBA DIVE BUR 95 SH FLigHT SIM Doc HUNGRY HORACE Met 1% PYRAMID PAN 435 JOHNNY REV tor TALKING ANDROIDATTACK MDC rid CYRUSISCHESS INT 435 
FELININTHE FACTORY Mic PETTIGREWSDIARY SHA red SOHNNY REB tor 95 KILLERGORILLA Mic DEATHCRUISE vik so WHEELIE tor 48s 
HUNCHUACK Sup THEKING MDL 6% BUGGABOO THE FLEA ‘OUI 33) PLANETOIDS ACO BONK Mon 6% CHEQUEREDFLAG I 338 
DAREDEVIL DENNIS Ws MINEDOUT Qu i] ROYAL BIRKDALT oct co] 

MAD MARCH OFFERS! The quill & valhalla or hobbit for spectrum £21 — save £9 on our RRP! 
Scrabble for spectrum £13.28 — RRP £15.99! Quickshot iI Joystick £9.99 — RRP £11.98! TROJAN LIGHT PENS — SPECTRUM £15.25 

RRP £17.25, Dragon £10.35 RRP £11.50! ORIC mon & forth £10.99 ea. RRP £15.00 ea! Oric Joystick & interface 19.99 RRP £23.00! 
ATARI, VCS, COLECOVISION & intelivision games and consoles — phone for special prices! 

SEND ORDER TO: SOFT TOUCH, 8 CLARE DRIVE, THRAPSTON, NORTHANTS N14 4TA, PHONE: 08012 3404 
Preuss rash me Som, 

Name ; P 
Address . 

70 f : 4, | VATand postage included 
pe eer ee Payable t0 Soft Touch | (gmoney banked until order despatched news 

MANCHESTER 
HOME ¢ 

AN EYE-OPENER FOR ALL THE FAMILY 
Visit the show that brings you up-to-date with today’s 
technology. Whether you run your business, domestic 

— accounts, learn or play with your computer; 
if you don't have one but want one; we 
have all the hardware, the software, the 
help and advice you could ever need. 
If you live in the North West don't miss it! 

Ca 
NEW CENTURY HALL corporaTioN STREET MANCHESTER 
Opening hours Thurs & Fri 10-6 Sat 10-4. Adults £2.00 Children under 16 £1.00 
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COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Adventure 
and action 
for the CBM 

64 
From bugs to giant: 

eee 
through their paces 

Hideous Bill 
‘and The you to the hed Teel where You 

meet the heroine, Greta, who is 

Gi-gants trapped. 

scenario doesn’t bear much 

Banana
 

bl to realit nd 

Drama 
do the decisions you ‘are asked to 

£9.95 see dan ac 

Visions 1 Seite Mews. Std te 00, incl unites (0 change 

Visions 1 Sane Meee SOS Pri : 
ar oye araphics and pets 

Have you ever fancied running 

your own country? Well, heres rather repetitive 50 

your owtance with the added  ¢pliner ‘Me proceedings, but | 

YGvantage that if you make & Gidn't, find the game very 

sess of it and end up being Giertaining. Making selections 

mess Cown in a revolution, you {0% Seemingly endless 

San just wind back the clock and fromsion of menus, however 

Mri all over again. Actually, tastefully decorate 

being overthrown seems to De tasiry doesn’t offer much in the 

penfable in this particular tt of excitement oF 

mnulation. The challenge is just stimulation. 

forsee how long you can survive 

to se much money you can inary 

ane away in your Swiss bank playability 

ace ster strikes. graphics 

count Pelgame rather than an alle ie money 

authentic simulation; the r= 

60% 
50% 
50% 
40% 

£7.95 ‘This game has been very well 

. designed. The instructions on the 

Virgin, 61-63 Portobello RU, d are clear, but you also get @ 

Lieton Wil 3DD Seren of instructions before 
each level 

T enjoyed playing this game 
The speed was not impossibly 
fast, yet with only three lives it 
required some skill to get to the 
thd level. All in all, a well 
thought out and presented 

L.C 

‘A Pacman-type game, but much 
more. entertaining. There are 
three levels. On the first you dash 
faround the maze stamping on ant 
eggs persued by giant ants. You 
Can collect three spears within 
the maze which will defend you package: 

is 

are limited time. If you clear 
tack, ‘x1 defend 

the screen you find yourself of instructions 
90% 

. the fiek hives 1 ‘self 

. the next level. This time you, have playability 
80% Ne invading ist eve) my 532. 

Ane ess bur you can collect a SP 70% hive fiMe thre. jSEE “thar a 

Value for money 80% 
Jever that opens or closes a trap 
door. When you clear this maze 
you have to hop behind the trap 
Yoor yourself to collect a can of 

b requires ual hive bs 
Value fo, 

Money 

persues you. You 

Booga-Boo gon that careful that you 
also have 10 

(The Flea) Son" jump int. oF fall ints 

saeeeton fhsect eating plants 

Quicksiva, 13, Palmerston Re The ory ind britiant and 

CS eae: 
in this fantasy land the sereen 

sme instructions that, come wie Hh in Oey Thr
usts 

Te instructions Mather SE Hlayed,, Buti YOK anal ‘ 

th caste SS Coat t0 acing Yu 90 i ne 

atpect when the game We jistracting You F< 
off the 

care, went ike wat hh Afeher aeame 1 

loads the loading time was well highly oyaticks. even if 

during 45 und this game Very © 

Wiuictive and enjoyable Srclises 

ans, Sonn. a 
ere ona 

Tedges and perches. You, the sraphis money 
a 

ledaes,tcoff atthe bottom and 

flea, sy jump from one ledge 10 

have er to work your way 10 the 
woo. The cavern is $0 | 
top. “an only see a portion on 
you satya you can scroll left and 
screto look for further ledges 

i tG.lyou are jumping around 

yourhave to avoid a flying 



DENIS THROUGH 
THE DRINKING GLASS 

FOR 48K SPECTRUM 

1. Are they long enough? 
2. What is number 36? 
3. Who spoiled the photos? 
4. Is there really such a pub in Plymouth? 
5. What made Woy dizzy? 
6. Is he a quarter pounder? 
7. A hole in one or one in a hole? 
8. Where did he learn to talk like that? 
9. Has he gone off his Malvinas? 

10. Who is it dummy? 

Score 10 — You wrote it. 1 — 5 You've played it 
0-—To get your copy of Denis Through the Drink- 

ing Glass send £5.50 to: 

iy 
APPLICATIONS 
SOFTWARE 
SPECIALISTS 

8 St Paul’s Road 
Peterborough 

PE1 3DW 
Tel. 0733 48145 

THE 

©) MEGA 
RUN.... 

is here 

advertisements. 

Han advertisement is wrong. we're here to put it right. 
ASA Lid, Brook House. Tomngton Place, London WCIE 7HN. 

Special introduction offer 
£5.95 (inc P&P and VAT) 

FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM 
An original game with on-screen scoring plus 
Hi-Score. Watch out for the Spider, mind the 
Bees don't confuse. Remember eat all your 
veg, a Super Carrot can improve your 
eyesight — now you can see the gate. Careful 
round those Rocks. Can you survive a full 12 

months in a garden like this? 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME — 
RING 0229 27324 

Please send Cheques or P/Os to: 

T.N.T. Software, Dept B 
Melton House, Lindal 
Ulverston, Cumbria 

| ENCLOSE £ 

AIR 5 csrnomcsesioneres 

ADDRESS ........... 



a 
SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Looking for 
some good 

games? 

ot too difficul 

ask'o BOF 5 Mudemt me 
K ice ‘The enture is written 

IMS, 143-145 Ux
bridge Rd, Lon- 

entirely in. ‘machine code
: which 

don WI3 9AV 
entire the fast and Menon 

‘Another adventure game, but such liberal use of feraphics. It 

different from. most others also. makes it ‘much harder tO 

Cienily avaiable in that it cheat. 

resenty emty of ilustrations. You eithey Jove of hate 

Tafact every locati
on, and Thave  adventur ‘a lot of the 

Found at least two dozen, is adventures game depend
s on INE 

found ated colourfully 
using width so pcabulary. 

Waydor 

One's hi-res display. These width easonably large colle
ction 

iresiy whenever you of words, But you ‘may have 10 

a of wguite a few combinations 

1 oa achieving your aim. This 
tote frustrating, Dut Petsevers 

can wil be surprised.
 P-S-W> 

Classic or origi inal, arcade: 
or adventure, our reviewers 

ie once-over to anew 
batch of games 

instructions sv 

Pasta Blasta | 60 nicely done, with 
Cee fore 

nay entries possible. 
90% 

48K Oric any ia says this is part of & 
value for money 

‘Arcadia, Freepost, ‘Swansea SA3 trilogy, If the next two live up to 

AZZ 
this standard then the fun should

 
bbe maintained at a high pitch. 

Fancy @ truly outrageous shoot, Tat from what I believe isan 

Out in an Italian restaurant? If original idea Arcadia has put 

you do make sure you wear your Together an_addictive program 

‘old T-shirt because your sauce that will appeal to just about 

Squirter will be working every games player. From simple 

overtime, Robbers are trying (0 fun to cut — throat competition, 

over jour ravioll tins and you Paste “Blasta should fill your 

meal YOUR Them and ther Pac eeds, WnoeYous stomach, quite 

People buddies, from ruining the nicely. P.S.W. 

industry. 
“The game is compatible with instructions 

0% 

the P.A.S.E. joystick but playability 
BS% 

keyboard control is also quite graphics 
90% 

straightforward. Very good use value for money 90% 

Of sound and colour combine to 
fake the effect quite spectacular. 
There is scope for a wide range 
of skill Tevels and the hall of 

Micro-Antics, Littlehiomes bers 

home La, Codsall Wo Me. agition to the basic 

pecite 
there is a facility Ne bad wi

th 

‘ Thich the user can chant the 

‘To be able to read this reviews, Yesiga. Kad colours O! ihe 

TosPwall have over many Yeas, pictures eed in the game. This 

impogame demonsiratcs & 
this Epethod for st

imulating the be
bo 

rateeame Re called Brain Pain. 
a pas 

2 ‘2 
+ memoris 

ition of 
a 

the though emoris 1 und old favourite 

sying. could 
jw. 

ee 
= Rraivided i pain 

30% 

me setmang a joystick of the value for money 
80% 

road you move, Abere 

Keytng the designs behind [ns 



wot 
git oe 

are 

Virgin Games Ltd., 61-63 Portobello Road, London W11 3DD. Tel: 01-221 7535 



EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Vocabulary 
vic-20 +8K, 
16K £9.99 

Commodore, 675 Ajax Avenue, 
Slough, Berks. 

If during my teaching practice, 
while training or any time I have 
been teaching since 1 had 
produced visual aids for my 
classrom of the same standard as 
these programs I would have 
failed instantly. The set consists 
of two tapes, and_ instruction 
books and a range of topics. On 
the first tape the programs cover 
everyday objects, the parts of the 
body, types of building etc 
A labelled picture is shown to 

the child and he or she is asked to 
look and learn the spellings. 
After this, one word at a time is 
removed and the child is asked to 
re-insert it. A tone tells you if the 

Xnagrams 
48K Spectrum 

£6.95 
Postern, P.O. Box 2, Andovers 
ford, Cheltenham GLS4 SSW 

Following prompts, you 
work on up to five words at a 
time, making real words out of 
jumbled letters. The hidden word 
is displayed as blue blanks, with 
the jumbled letters on the right. 
Muitiple words display in cross 
word format, You cursor across 
the blanks, pressing your choice 
of letter. Correct scores 30, 
wrong loses five and there is a 
high-score display. The three 
levels are junior school, senior 
adult or “brighter child, The 
display is unadorned, with little 
visual reward for success. 

Shamlessly, 1 chose one word 
at junior level and failed 

French 

oric £12.95 
¢ Techno: ansoft, 1/2 Cambridge 

- 
Tansonewmarket Rd,Cambridse Quite 

Gruneber 
System — 
French words to 
ease of 
examples are 

spelling is correct. At the end of 
each group a score is given along 
with a revision list. The aim is to 
increase the child's vocabulary, 
improve spelling and increase 
confidence in reading. 

While the idea is good, the 
overall quality of the program is 
rather cheap and nasty. The 
graphics were crude and poorly 
presented. A competent pro- 
grammer would have developed 
high resolution plotting routines 
to give a wide range of quality 
graphics. Rather tatty, compared 
to the material available on other 
machines. 

Part of the Teach and Test 
Series for ages five to cight. M.W 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

90% 
80% 
40% 
50% 

miserably with a six-letter word 
(ROCKET), Hastily continuing, 
1 scored instant success with 
JAM. Racing through several 
Similar minor achievements, 1 
boldly tried three words at once. 
This now becomes pure gucss- 
work as all letters of all words 
are jumbled together. 

My interest waned quickly and 
I doubt the educational merit. Is 
achild, at the level of recognising 
JAM, capable of understanding 
the anagram idea? The single 
word has some merit but multi. 
play, needing luck and the cross. 
word mind, may be beyond 
many. Children with word 
difficulty might be turned off 
forever D.C. 
instructions 
ease of use 
display 

Jue for money 

inkword Language 
athnigue of inking 
ot an image for 

ards t° Some ofthe 
Mi zave bat this is 

eliberate, to create 

interesting images. 
It i 

assess 

mio Oa 
wc a a a 
form of @ program a 

‘operons tae 
accummi3s0 words and & grouné 

Be te uns be 
extending your knowledge 

The method used is 

comm 
cours 

ease 

the 

ould 
ind adults equally and c 

ang at before the holidays 

functioned well: 1 

professional 
instructions 

display value for money 

ossible to 
s obviously, impo 
ina limited period, and it 

would. depend a lot 
‘of the user 

9 children appeal t - nitment 
¢ should 

he package 
the audio tape 

clear and 
PS.W- 

158% 
85% 
80% 
0% 

chnically 

particularly 

of use 

Learning 
with your 
computer 

eee) 
Top of the form or could do 
better? Our examiners give 
their‘marks to the latest 
educational packages 

anim: als shov to Showin be adde Adding occur 
ng how 

Software, 21 Conway §1 Arrow, London Wip 
ith good in made ey 

ie and athe num 19 ne, addition Progr subtraction Bt @ baker a at much Hy 

reinforcement® 
flitforcement® of 

Addition Addition is taught using °d plus sign’ and ae, 

instructions £a5€ of use display n val 

Arithmetic 2 
Vic-20 +8K, 
16K £9.90 

Commodore, 675 Ajax Avenue, 
Slough, Berks 

three and four deal with 
multiplication and division. The 
test parts of these programs are 
in the form of games (Eat the 
Cake, Catch the Kite). My 
daughter, who has difficulty with 
numbers, asked when she would 
be doing multiplication after 
playing Catch the Kite — this 
must be an advantage in any 
arithmetic programme. The 
division program has the same 
format, 

Overall a useful but uninspired 
package, Part of the Teach and 
Test Series, M.W 

One tape consists of two 
programs, the first teaching the 
numbers to. 20 by placing a 
number on the screen. The child, aged five to eight, has to use the 
Keyboard (0 copy the number. If 
the ‘number is correct, the 
machine shows the corres 
ponding number of cars on the ereen. The second program tests 
what has been learned by putting imstructions 
random numbers of objects on case of use e screen for counting After display 
basic counting the machine deals Value for money 
‘with counting in twos, three Tocas. using’ rather sl 
graphics. 

On the second tape, programs 

90% 
80% 
43% 
75% 

any are 



SCISOFT 2B. Leoni fe! 
TOREVISE AT HOME. Written to be com 

ed in schools Please chet shad check wit he compose Post Code 

VAT Registration No. 39580 
| Available at lar; | 

loved a cheque/postal .ge branches of ‘and Menzies 

a t F 3 i § 1 ¥ iH i 
package sve Boarda may not require owledge of 

out packages 
PROGRAMS FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN 

‘Two programs fll of problems. 
Oba Law, Retraction, sp Eatwos 

Pease find o 
‘il evailable in Full Colour Presentation Boxes W H Smit To: SCISOFT, § Mina Newtho Noiea 

Two programa al of prot 
Gas Fawn, Malar, 
Mystery Compounds snultiple chotee problems Book of 

Set teat, or qui, learn love enguage wocabslary Ml 

Problems with random data 

Rreal must forall children, 

9 based Moat packs also conta 

STAR READER A ‘COMPUTER STUDIES ‘STAR READER 8 MATHS PARTI (MATHS PART BIOLOGY 

LANGUAGE LEARNING AIDS FOR FRENCH, GERMAN & SPANISH 
Already in use in numerous schools and colleges, these characters, Masculine, feminine and neuter words appear in 
programs provide an immensely powerful aid to foreign different colours to encourage gender learning. All lessons can be language learning. The cassettes include extensive vocabulary run in three different ways, ie. learning only, self-test or speed and lists arranged asa series of lessons, each covering a different accuracy test 
subject. A tuition control program enables individual lessons to The programs are suitable for pupils of all ages as simple commands 
be loaded and used as required enable new lessons in vocabulary or grammar to be entered by the 
Words, phrases etc are presented frst in one language. then user. These may then be edited as required and stored on cassette 
the other complete with all necessary accents and special for later use. Invaluable for homework and exam revision! 

ah Level A Cassettes: Contain the tuition control program and 16 
[a= ——a ‘comprehensive lessons for general vocabulary learning. 

Level B Cassettes: Contain the tution control program and 16 
lessons including verb lists, adjectives, adverbs 
and phrases, 
Available from dealers, large stores or mail order. 

Also Available ““THE SPANISH TUTOR” 

Software 
| Pilgrims Close, Harlington, Dunstable, Beds. LUS 6LX Tel: 05255 3942 

Kosmos Software, | Pilgrims Close. Harlington, Dunstable, Beds LUS 6LX 
Pease supply the folowing programs for the computer 
| /BBC/SPECTRUM/ACORN ELECTRON) (Prices include postage & packing) 

ss evel @ £9.95 The French stress evel 8 @ £9.98 
eviA@ (9.95) 7 e18@ £9.95 2@0998. Th Covel B@ £9.98 

| Post code. Hows 
lencose a cheque postal order vabe£ payable to Kosmos Software 
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ES LS a eee SS a 
TI-994A SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

House of 
Horrors and 
Star Strike 

£5.99 
Solid Software, 35 Melville Rd, 
Bispham, Blackpool FY2 9JF 

House of Horrors is an 
adventure game with graphi 
To start you must find the key to 
enter the house. Clues to the key 
fare given on screen and once 
deciphered you are given an 
option of five levels of play and a 
chance to have the instructions 
displayed if required. Without 
warning you are beset by 
problems which must be solved 
before you can proceed. There is 
an egotistical gorilla who likes to 
hear his name, and this is printed 
on screen for a brief moment 
after which you must type in the 
name from memory. The game 

Texi Golf 
£3.50 

North’ Humberside 

Th 

TI is no exception, with seve 
versions on the market 

clubs used when it would h 
been just as easy to use 
standard set. 

only 10 clubs are used. These a 

driver, one rather old-fashion 
brassie and one wedge 

there were no lakes, streams 

Graphics era am, 

market St, PreStOMs ll 
pikaDee, 35 Parket ‘ 
Lanes PR2 2H : 

one are the da : 
Sonemany a boning evening 
SPT eon a BroKty PIECE a 
sero sed granh PAPE 
F design yet another — x 

io Gord's billionth 

Fayence 
‘and Screen Editor ere we 

Ha 

SofTl, 14 Station Rd, Brough, & 

ne of golf is now 
lable for most micros and the 

Unfortunately, most of the 
realism is taken out of this 
program, with non-standard 

Instead of the usual three 
woods, nine irons and a putter, 

as follows: seven irons, one 

TTpon_ execution 0 

CrECtON Kil the een A 19 Zain 
Math the screen EGItOr yeu ten 

£5.95 
To design your own character, 

listings can 

xtnvaders. All l design a scree 
yf Space “oad Graphics defined charac i, 

inmy seful_when planning 

proved to be difficult enough at 
evel one so if you get to level five 
you're a better man than I Gunga 
Din. This game is excellent fun 
and a must for all you adventure 
fanatics, 

Star Strike is an arcade style 
game where you are the pilot of a 
spaceship defending against alien 
invaders. The graphics used are 
excellent and represent the view 
through a cockpit window at the 
aliens coming towards you in a 
good 3D effect. Although the 
action is limited, the game is well 
presented with excellent 
graphics. The whole package 
adds up to a very good value for 
money. D.B. 

instructions 80% 
playability 95% 
graphics 95% 
value for money 95% 

kkk kK 

trees which 
features of a real course. 

Rather ge aspect of the 
ne was that the computer 

chooses a “suitable” club if you 
\d in the rough. This turns out 

to be extremely annoying, as nine 
times out of ten you have to play 
way from the green in order to 
void going into the rough again. 

After the ninth hole, your 
score card and handicap are 
displayed. 

This is not the best version of 
golf I have seen, but it could be 
greatly improved with just a few 

most essen al 

1 

minor additions. ss. 
instru 70% 
are layal 60% 
graphics 60% 
2 jue for money 85% 

Thecourehas ni hols, and EE any hole can be playes at «ny alla 
time. I was surprised to find that 

ff the pro- 
f grid is ‘an 8 x 8 characte! 

Ct together 

s of wo row’ 

rotegve to do is tap in the 
W yov ates of the. squares ¥9 
bortfiling, Characters, can) Be 

ire sored 3S 
lnvefffined characte, 

sth use cassette. Theit Hex 
is also be shown on the 

een 5 
eTThe screen editor allows you to 

oS oer “sy ‘using your pre: 

ers, which is ¥erY 
; title 

Screen for a program. A must for 

all TI owners. ees 

instructions ne 
ease of use ted 
display 5% 
value for money 

Fun, games 
and utilities 

for the 
Texas 

Play golf and cards, have 
adventures and hit the aliens 

— even design your own 
graphics with these Texas 

programs 

Ni 
@poleon 4.95 the iat MarKat, 4 As in W wins at. 4 Cloreen py is played hist, if a en BIO SBK* Moreen PL, nei, A win the em 

A card scoring “system “whit, a Wala” £8Me, very simitar go PDMS to the Ma MhiCh awards 
whi to 0 the am , accord; compres gg Mhich the plyl® "ORE amouny of ry Orang 

When the ‘curit® SOMPUter.” extremes, 4s ALC displayeg 
ake turns And the eoyhvee's cards face ates how may, though puter’ f si 

hich cards ne COMPUIer knows instructions {2 Player holds ans han five information| G°S Not use 
either pack lM dealer ma Advantage," '0 its own 

The tage Make a hi ia whoe rd Tuctions ver makea’ 4, Played by Playabi and Kes the highest bid. rae ity 
becomes the 101, this car v a 
Followirs ump suit, 4 Hen Salue for money 30% 

opponent thats if Possible, 1 0% manent then ye Me he than that 

£6.95 out you are given visual warnings 
to the effect that you are nearing 

Virgin, 61-63, Portobello Rd, the supernova. 
London Wil 3DD The final game on the tape is 

also text only, and places you in 
A package consisting of three as a gunfighter in the old wild 

umes, one arcade style and two west. 
text-only adventure games. Different factors are given to 

The arcade game has the help you decide on which action 
rather topical title of Escape the to take and your skill will decide 
Mugger, and you are the rather whether you clean up the town or 
hapless victim who has to escape. end up dead. 
The villain is, however Three games on this tape are 
extremely fleet footed and you very well presented and I found 
must exercise a great deal of them entertaining and good fun 
cunning in order to avoid being to play. At the combined price of 
another mugging statistic £6.95, good value for money 

Starship Supernova is a text DB. 
only adventure, where you are 
the captain of a space salvage instructions 90% 
ship which happens upon an playability 90% 
alien spaceship heading for a graphics 80% 
supernova and destruction. The value for mon entire game is played against th 
Glock and when timesartso run Ea ed 

90% 



TEXAS TI-99/4A 
FOR THE BASIC COMPUTER 

TEL: 05806 4726 

JOURNEYS BEYOND 
YOUR IMAGINATION 

INGRAPHICS &TEXT FOR THE TE994A 

each 
ADVENTUREMANIA 
DISCOVER THE ULMMATE QUEST ig 

NO COMMAND MODULE NEEDED 

ADVENTUREMANIA MANIA 

INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 
Cranbrook Rd., Tenterden, Kent TN30 6UJ 

CHRISTINE COMPUTING Ltd 

(0923) 672941 

Quality products for the TI-99/4A 

HARDWARE 

TI compatable recorder £25.95 
Cassette leads: single £5.40 

dual £6.90 
Arcade joysticks £22.00 

SOFTWARE 
1: Travel the three stages to reach the core £4.95 

U.F.O.: Blast the aliens as they 
appear out of hyper space £4.95 
The above run on a standard TI-99/4A 

For a list of our full range send S0p (refundable) 
to the address below. 

BOOKS 
Getting Started With The TI £5.95 
The Texas Programme Book —‘£5.95 

Please add S0p p&p on orders under £10.00 
Send cheque/PO to:— 

6 FLORENCE CLOSE, WATFORD, HERTS WD2 GAS 
Access orders to ARCADE HARDWARE 061-225-2248 

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery 

CRL Plumbs the depths 
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Now you too can join in this 
high speed combat game, using 
my program for the Commo- 
dore 64 

The first point to note about 
the game is that it is for a basic 
64, so you won't need Extended 
Basic, Simons Basic, or any 
other add-ons. 

A POINT and READPOINT 
command is built into the 
program, and is designed to use 
multicolour mode, so you can 
see the different coloured paths 
of you and your opponent, 
The second interesting 

feature of the game is that the 
keyboard can be used for both 
players at the same time. This is 
because one of the machine 
code routines splits the 
keyboard in two, allowing two 
people to enter keys at the same 
time, so you don’t need two 
joysticks to play. 

Lightbiker is fast enough — 
five moves per second — to 
make it fun to play, and has one 
extra feature, 
When the game is normally 

set, you have a resolution of 160 
by'100 to play on, but this can 
be adjusted in steps of eight by 
changing variables XX and*YY 
(e.g, if XX = 1 resolution will 
be 152 by 100). 

As your lightbikes have to be 
set randomly within this area, it 
is best not to let the resolution 
fall below 48 by 28, otherwise 
one of the bikes may be placed 
outside the playing arena. 

1 REM eebeelsoneneak 
2 REM* LIGHTBIKER * 
REM BY * 

on your 
Lightbike 
for a bout 
of high- 
speed 
combat 

Two players both use the 
keyboard in Lightbiker, a 
fast-moving game for the 
Commodore 64, by HCW 

regular David Rees. And there 
are a few other novel features 

00 

C1 =1B+KK/2. 

set colours 
Eo Ser high resolution 
180-220 set ig resolution | 
nee setsoeen memory eis ers 

want 
3000-3110 display 

sereen size 

To use the game, RUN it. 
There will be a delay as machine 
code DATA is POKEd in. The 
keys you will use are then 
displayed as the high resolution 
screen is cleared. 

Then the grid edges are 
drawn and the game starts in 
earnest. After it is finished, a 
point is added to the score’ of 
the player who won, and you 
can play another game. 

Note: As usual, Commodore 
BASIC control characters are 
explained in REMs in the lines 
above. These REMs should not 
be typed in, 

X%,¥%,A%,BM%,C% position x 
pete 

number 
machine code routines start 

ns 

.5(2) scot 
xayA0),¥ st 80) puver set pot 

iables for player 1 

C1 =8: YC 1)=INTCRNDC 112-47 9412.5, 
3 56324, 255 'OKES6325, 255 : POKE: 

69 REM#PLAYER AR: 
76 fe NcaeINT CRN eGo ise 18 

ABLES* 

29=1 8499/2: B(2)=8: POKE49665,3 
3 K=49152:L=49468 
85 I apeiron Jodie eo 08 
9@ GOSUB3GI 

3 
4 REMk DAVID REES * 
5 REM dblnolieiaaioiaiaiet 
6 Xa=Q: AX=G: Ya=6 : Ba=8' C2=8 
? POKES2, 31 :POKES6, 31 :G=0:S¢1)=8:S(2)=6 
9 REMMARENA SIZE: XX AND Yi 
18 P=49664 :Q=P+ 
28 C¢1)=85:C¢2)=178 
29 REM#CL BLUEJ.. (YELLOW) 
90 AS(1)="SRIGHT" :AS(2>=""LEFT" 
39, REMPLAYER RIGHT VARIABLES* 

99 REMHSET UP HIRES SCREEN* 
hee ¥=53243. 

POKEV+32, 2: POKEY+33,6 
eee 

FoRneTO3s: POKESSG+N+N#1 G24, 6+ NEXT 
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POKE648, 4 
REM#CHOMEI 

eon @: POKE2014+N, 126 

POKEV+17,PEEK(V+17>0R32 
POKEV+24,31 
POKEV+22, PEEK(¥+22)0R16. 
Lepietas | SIDE LINES# 

Fony=oTo24 Lae SE 4 

FORX=0T039 : FORA=3TO@STEP-1 
ASK AXA: YASYY | BA=G: SYSK 
Vee SSK 

Aes 
1S feet ty ROUTINE® 

FORN=1TO2 
MASK CN | AMSACND : ARVN). 

38 enone 'SYSK: IFPEEK(780. 

SYSL‘N=1 
ONPEEK (P)GOSUB60G, 659, 746,750 
N=2: ONPEEK(Q)GOSUB6@0, 658,700,750 
GOTO388 

REM¥INCREMENT IN DIRECTION® 
BCN)=BCN)-1: eb a 

618 BCND=3:'Y(ND=4'(ND—1 © RETUI 
65@ BCND=BCN) +1: TRECH) CaTHENRETURN 
660 BCN)=@:(ND="(N)+1 :RETURN 
760 ACN>=ACN)+1 : IFACN) <4THENRETURN 
718 ACND=G:X(ND=X(N)~1 ° RETURN 
750 ACN)=ACN)=1 : IFACN)>—1THENRETURN: 
768 ACND=3:XCN)=XCN)+1 RETURN 
aaa REM#POKE Ht MACHINE CODE® 

FORN=OTO1 
FORM=8T02SS, 
READA : IFA=—1THENIOSO 
POKE49152+N#256+",A 

@ NEXTM 

BCH 
ATHEN2068 

IEXTN 
POKES2060, 1 
RETURN 
DATA169, . 141,52,3,168,3,177,45,10 
DATALG, 10, 144,4,24,238,52,3 
DATA141,53, 3, 160, 10,177.45, 168 
DATA169, 1,192, .240,9,10,24,16,24 
DATA136,192, ,208,247,133,251,10,24 
DATA1G1, 251,24, 141,54,3, 169, 
DATA133, 254, 168,17,177.45.168 
DATAI92, , 240, 17,169, 24, 105,64 
DATA144, 3, 24,230, 254,230,254, 136 
DATA192, ,268, 241,133,253. 165,254 
DATAZ4, 185, 32,24, 169,52,3,24 
DATA133, 254, 173,53,3.24, 101,253 
DATA144, 3, 24.238, 254,133,253 
DATA16@, 24,177.45, 10, 24,133.2,168,31 
DATAI77.45, 45,54, 3,133,252, 169,255 
DATAS6. 237, 54,3,24,133,251,164,2 

268 DATAL7?. 253, 37,251,176,177,253 
DATA4S, 54,3,201,,24G,3,169,1,36 
DATAL38, 24, 161,252, 24,145,253 
DATAZGG, 145,253,169, .96,-1 
DATA169, 135, 141.2,226,32, 159,255 
DATAI65, 197, 261,64,248, 36,261.59 
DATA2@8,5, 169. 1.24. 144,24,261,16 
DATAZG8. 5, 169.2,24, 144, 15,201.62 

DATAZ@8,5, 169,3,24,144,6,201,9 
DATA2ZGS, 5, 169,4,141,,194, 169,126 
DATA1 41,2, 220,32, 159,255, 169,255. 
DATA141, 2,226, 165, 197,261,64,208,1 
DATAS6, 201,48, 208,5,169,1.24 
DATA144. 24,261,53,208.5,169,2 
DATAZ4, 144, 15,201.49, 208.5, 169.3 
DATA24, 144,6,201,54,268,5,169.4 
DATAI41,1,194,96,-1 
REM*END OF GAME® 
FORT=@T0999 : NEXT 
FORT=6T09: GETA$: NEXT 
SCND=S(ND41 
POKEV+17. PEEK (¥+17>AND223 
POKEV+24,21 
POKEW'+22, PEEK(V+22)AND239 
REM*CCLSI (GREEN). CRVS ONJ.. (GREEN) 
REM*.CRVS OFF) 
PRINT" OBITHE @"A$CN) "GR PLAYER WON" 
PRINT"WELL DONE" 
REM#C DWN) 
PRINT"MON GO NUMBER"G 
PRINT" THE SCORES ARE:" 
PRINTA$(1>" "SC1) 
PRINTA$(2)" "S¢2) 
REM#CGREENJ 
PRINT "Gi" 
PRINT"DO YOU WANT ANOTHER GAME <¥/N>?" 
GETAS : IFAS="V"THENIG 
IFA$=""THEN2218 
IFA$C>"N" THEN2260 
POKES6325, 68 
END 
REM#KEY INSTRUCTIONS* 
REM#CCLSICL BLUEJ..CDWN] 
PRINT "CXXKE''S : a" 
REM#CRVS ON] 
PRINT" SLEFT PLAYER: " 
PRINT"2 UPEQ LEFTIW RIGHTIA DOWN" 
PRINT 
REM#CRYS ON) 
PRINT" SRIGHT PLAYER '" 
PRINT" UP#® LEFTIST RIGHTE= DOWN" 
PRINT 
PRINT"SCREEN SIZE IS:" 
PRINT(20-XX)#8;" ACROSS" 
PRINT "AND! 
PRINT(12.S-"¥)#8;" UP." 

3116 RETURN 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

How it works 
1-35 initialisation of score, 

graphics, variables 
99-239 introduction and instruc- 

tions 
300-950 character generation 
999-1050 game screen display 1100-1250 entrance to dungeon 
1253 subroutine (8500-8550) to 

crase display 
1254 subroutine (8400-8440) for 

random dungeon 
1299-1334 routine for room door 
1348-1840 monster attack 

routine 
1999-2670 player attacks and 

adjustment of status scores. 
Check for dead 

3024-3420 room contents, and 
show which characters are 
dead 

3800-3550 check if you've won 
and if so go to exit routine, 
otherwise leave room and 
continue, 

3599-3676 draw exit and show 
score 

8299-8350 failure routine 
8899-8990 class descriptions 
8999.9999 user defined graphics 

Is the lure of gold — and the 
risk of dark caverns where 
monsters await the unwary — 
your cup of tea? 

In Hermon, short for Heroes 
and Monsters, you take the role 
of one of four character: 
wizard, warrior, priest or thief. 

‘Any combination of people 
may play the characters. For 
example, one person could play’ 
all four or two people per 
character could play. 

You will meet up to 
different types 
of nasties and of 
find all sorts 
useful equipment 
lying around. All_you 
haye to do is find the gold 
and escape unhurt 

For those not familiar with 
this type of game there is a 
substantial introduction in the 
isting, 
When RUN there will’be a 

short pause while graphics and 
variables are set up. 

Details of the characters, or 
classes, can be obtained’ by 
pressing key 3. Enter your class 
in L mode. Skill level is the 
number of rooms you must 
explore before finding the exit. 

If the game is SAVEd using 
the form “program name” 
LINE 1 then when LOADed the 
game will auto-run. 

User-defined graphics a to p 
are used. Capitals in the PRINT 
statements should be entered in 
GRAPHICS mode. 

So that’s the program, Now 
it’ssup to you... if you dare. 

10 
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Are you brave enough to 
explore the dark labyrinth 
where monsters lurk and a 
treasure chest of gold lies. 
Only the fittest will survive 

this devilish adventure, 
written for the 48K Spectrum 

by Tim Frost and Simon 
Welbourne 

ariables 
11,t2,63,t4 class status scores 
stl,st2,st3,st4 players’ status 
scores 
c1,¢2,c3,e4 players’ cash scores 
Wl level of play 
s decide whether there is a 

monster in the room 
¥ decide on monster 
mt monster's status 
1 decide initiatives. 
d damage 

jaq.ah status score replace- 
me 

special damage 
spl,sp2,sp3,sp4 player's spells 
rm ‘room count 
bbns bonuses 
prov provisions 
tres treasure 
pts points 
hs rub out questions 
n$,0S,r5,q8 players’ names 
1$,(4,3) classes 
ISjS,kS,IS players’ classes 
mS (10,8) monsters 
pS name of monster 
2,98 spaces 



TAT 6. 74°MORON HAE LOROED-HAT 9,184°870" Tapes 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Critics cool 
on CBM 264 

I suppose you might have heard by now that Jack Tramiel, 
company founder and president of Commodore, has resigned 
from the company. Commodore is still reeling under the news. 
Within four weeks of Tramiel’s departure, four other high level 
Commdore executives also resigned. 

Although the two newest Commodore machines, the 264 
and 364, were slated for an April delivery date, ‘it seems 
apparent that the high level shake-up may cause this date to be 
postponed. Some industry observers feel that without high-level 
‘management well versed in the computer industry, Commodore 
may be left without a clear cut marketing plan for the rest of this 
ear. 

Despite this, it is unlikely that the company will feel any 
permanent setbacks in the marketplace, After all, the 
‘Commodore 64, with its under-$200 price tag here, has all but 
eliminated competition in the low-end home computer market. 
Since the 64 is selling so well, they can readily afford to hold 
back the market introduction of the two new machines. 

Another prime reason for Commodore to delay the new 
computers is the criticism and cool reception given the machines 
by some industry analysts and certain key members of the 
computing press when it was learned that neither machine was 
software compatible with the 64. 

Such a move looks bad to this member of the computing 
press; we'll see how much of a factor it is to Commodore in the 
next months or so. 

New Tech Times update. Awhile back I wrote about the new 
television show being aired on our Public Broadcasting Network 
which allows viewers to use their computers and modems to 
correspond with the producers of the show. 

The host, Nicholas Johnson, author of How To Talk Back 
To Your TV Set, is now on the receiving end of his idea, Using 
The Source, an American computer bulletin board available by 
subscription, viewers can contact the show via The New Tech 
Times Online service, 

The service provides previews of coming shows, addresses 
and phone numbers for companies whose products were shown, 
Johnson's own syndicated columns, books available at 
discount, information on obtaining transcriptions of the show, 
other special offers, and, above all, the chance for viewers t0 
suggest ideas for future shows. Now that’s talkin’ back... 

Is it about time? Who knows? According to the prestigious 
Stanford Research Institute (SRY), the average market growth of 
‘personal computers is expected to slow down and stabilize to a 
rate of about 5.4 per cent annually within the next two years, 
SRI has spent about $400,000 on this research project. 

Part of the results predict that within two years more than 
half of all personal computers sold will be replacements for 
older machines. The firm also predicts that businesses will not 
be buying so many personal computers when stand-alone word 
processors, terminals, and workstations can be tied into 
integrated systems. 

This last prediction seems odd to me. Will things have gone 
‘full circle in two more years? I thought one of the reasons that 
personal units were purchased by business people was that that 
eliminated the need to depend on one central computer time- 
sharing facility. 

Oh, well. People love to re-invent the wheel don’t they? I'll 
see you in two years and let you know what happened. 

Til also see you next week and let you know what is happening. 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 
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TI-99/4A TI-99/4A 

HAVE YOU SEEN 
[THESE GAMES YET? 

Hunchback Havock (BASIC) | £5.95] Tovive through sheep fields, woods, over 
‘Arcade ation in THBASIC! Race with Egor | [vers and avoid al state, then pick uP 
ihrw four castes and 24 aitferent sheets. | Pitch hikers down perilously twisting roads. Superb arapics and peat fu, si 
If you haven’t yet seen our range of games and 

utilities for the TIl-99/4A, then perhaps it’s 
about time you joined in the fun! 

Our products are also available from such big 

TEXAS retailers as Galaxy (Maidstone) — Parco 

Electrics (Honiton) — Blue Chip Computers 
(Wigan) and many more. 

‘Send cheque or P.O. to 
LANTERN SOFTWARE, 

4 Haffenden Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 60D 
or SAE for full list. Look out for our products at your TI retailer. 

BUY ONE, GET FIVE FREE!!! 
Sent free with each order received by 31st March. 
“SUPERPLAY 1” (Compendium of 5 arcade games for 16K or 
48K Spectrum). 
48K SPECTRUM 
“Day of the Match” £5.00 
Fascinating and realistic simulation of an entire football season. 
Name your own teams it you wish (English league provided on 
Cassette). Rate each team from one to nine in various success 
categories such as attack, defence, manager, etc. Watch the 
season unfold, Includes kiock-out Cup option. 
“Ball by Ball” £5.00 
Simulates-a test match series or one day international series. Set 
up your own teams and pool of players (England v Australia 
provided). Rate each players capabilities as batsman and bowier 
‘on a one to nine scale for qualities such as talent, effort, etc. Pick 
your teams and play the match. Electronic scoreboard shows 
progress of a match. Full supporting score card and series 
averages 
“Superview” £5.00 ‘Simple but effective information display. Up to 42 pagesot text and 
low-res graphics. Access pages on demand or run in perpetual 
slide-show’ mode. Full facilities to create your own pages and 
build up an information library on cassette 
16K SPECTRUM 
“Superdraw” £5.00 
Create full colour high-res pictures and store them on cassette or 
Use as titles or background screens in other programs. Or usthave 
fun doodling and build up a cassette library ot your creations. Slide 
show option allows you to review pictures stored on cassette 

=. VIDEO 
SOFTWARE LIMITED 

sro oss raz 
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POOLSWINNER 
‘THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 

PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS, but NOSCORES. 
AWAYS and HOMES 

ITWORKS — We guarantee the program pertorms signifi 
cantly better than chance 

ADAPTABLE “Poolswinner” allows the precise prediction 
formula to be set by the user — you can 
develop and test your own unique method 
Probabilities are given on every fixture — 
choose as many or as few selections as you 
wish 

EASY TOUSE Fully menu driven, with detailed instruction 
booklet 

DATABASE The program comes complete with the larg 
database available — over 20,000 matc! 
The database automatically updates as results 
come in 

APPLE, BBC (B), COMMODORE 64, DRAGON, SPECTRUM 
(48K), ZX81 (16K), ATARI (48K) 

£16 (all inclusive) 

We produce databases for those developing their own prediction 
‘program. Two years results £7.50. Five years results £12.60 
Also available Course Winner/ computer aided horse betting 

For above computers — £9.60 
Available from dealers, oF direct return of post from. 

Selec Software 
37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE 061-421 _ 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

FANTASTIC SAVINGS 
SAVE SAVE SAVE 
Buy any tape from the recommended retail price list and you can 
then buy any tape from the fantastically low DOUBLE SAVERS 
list. To ensure REAL VALUE for money you may purchase as 

‘many pairs of tapes (one from each list) as you wish. 
‘SPECTRUM 48K DOUBLE SAVERS LIST COMMODORE 64 DOUBLE SAVERS LIST 
ALCHEMIST IMA £1.78 2Z00M TMA £5 
PEDRO IMA £1.78 PEDRO IMA £1.78 
ANDROID 11 VOR £175 HUNBACK OCE £1.99 
SCUBA DIVE DUL £1.99 MR WIMPY 64 OcE £199 
Poo CDS £1.99 SHIPOF THE LINE RSH £1.99 
WHEELIE MRS £1.99 MEGAHAWK BIG £2.25 
ATIC ATAC ULT 233 MANIC MINER SPR 88 
INARJETMAN REVENGE MUTANT CAMEL LLA 02.95 
RDS & BEES BUG £235 BUGABOO QUI 8.10 

SCOPE TNA £7.00 STING. QUI 8:10 
QUILL GIL. 6830 GAMES DESIGNER BUR 63.50 
Howat MEL £8.50 HOBBIT 64 MEL 68:50 
VALHALLA LEG £8.99 GRAND MASTER (CHESS) AUD £11.99 
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE LIST RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE LIST 
STONKERS IMA £5.50 POO OCE £3.90 
PINBALL WIZARD (CP E98 SUPER PIPELINE TAS £6.90 
HUNCHBACK OCE £690 CHINESE JUGGLER QUI £6.90 
FRED ‘QUI £6.98 SCUBA DIVE DUR £695 
3DANT ATTACK ‘QUI £6.98 FALCON PATROL VIR £6.98 
SNOWMAN, QUI £695 CHEQUERED FLAG PSI £6.98 
SKULL GAM £6.95 DERBY DAY 6¢ RL 
CLASSICADVENTURE MEL {6.95 CHINA MINE INT £7.00 
NEBULA RED £6.95 BLAGGER ALL £7.95 
BUGA 800 ‘QUI £695 QUESTOFMERRAVID —DUL £7.95 
CHEQUERED FLAG PSI £698 KRYSTALS OF ZONG PSS 7.98 
BEAR BOVVER ART £695 SPACE PILOT ANT 1198 
FLIGHTSIMULATION “PSI £7.95. GALAXY ANI G98 
FIGHTER PILOT DIG £2.98 SKRAMBLE ANE 12.98 
MANIC MINER SCP £7.95 MOTOR MANIA AUD £8.95 
ORACLES CAVE DOR £7.95 TWINKINGDOM VALLEY BUG £9.50 
HUNTER KILLER PRO £9.95 COLLOSSUS CHESS Cs £9.95, 
TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY BUG £9.80 ARCADIA IMA £5.50 

All tapes guaranteed genuine. F 
SOp PER tape post and packing must be added. Fast delivery 
assured, purchasers will receive comprehensive list of games and 
programs to suit your micro at MEGASAVEs rock bottom VALUE 
for money price, plus the next FANTASTIC DOUBLE SAVERS 
list. Please state spectrum or commodore when ordering. Send 
cheque/PO to 

MEGASAVE 76, WESTBOURNE TERRACE LONDON W2 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Visions, 1 Felgate Mews, Stud- 
land St, London W6 

Your task is to get to the inner 

comuter room ‘collecting keys 

to each successive room leading 

to it. Of course there are 

bbstacles in the way, and many 
Baddies to thwart your attempts. 
By far the worst was a big bird, 
presumably an ‘eagle, Not that it 

hurts you, far from it, but the 

darned thing picks you up and 

carries YOu k to the start of 

the screen. Your ‘only means of 

ascent are two lifts ‘moving in 

‘opposite directions. If you don’t 

get everything just right then you 

You're G@ Spy, 

a wizard or 

an insect... 

Which role do you 

pet eer view 
acted out the parts already 100. 

ding 

wos cont Frey
 who vas ian are

 addictive element 

deeded 0 steal all fru frome 
lg 

et 008 GE eyo
 ss Eee 

sto 

he lowers to b 

1994 (ten 
are clobbered and, if that isn't forthe flower vere hee BI ay i 

years after) enough, your strength rapidly first: I" py. killer bees, crazy 

decreases as y
ou contact various 

ABK Spectru
m “hn: Cui ec 

£6.95 
‘back 

A SuitapjeP lend you 

Fruity Freddy Gorin. even rds with Her 

32K BBC CP hie treads on a plant before 

fruit have developed the owner 

SoftSpot, 29 South Cres, Prittle- ‘ut to give him @ 

soft, Southend, Essex SS2 6TB entice ‘here's mor: 
Wf the 

‘This new and adventurous soft: pee come ove pa a 

ew and aingiomakeavig start to grow, making the 

BBC software, ual 
startying of the garden more 

pe Ney are ety 
cftieutt, ‘There is, an insect 

previous of evo st — almost supersonic vive 10 you coll 

ction — and a good humourous “ea nat eve game, inc
l 

the better of me. 
jes are nothing to 

‘write home about, movement is 
quite smooth, and makes for a 

instructions 100% 
playability 100% 
graphics ‘908% 
value for money 90% 

CDS, 10 Westfield, C
l, Tickhill, 

ey eae a 
ikea You ‘must laboriot 

‘wanted to make i 

Have you curning, 
lead into You gynt to move through the 

weds =
 Mean 

wwement keys ‘are well 

Sarl see 
fold gen and tere #& Remeson 

ide nd the joystick option: sy 

& sue Oa 
the end Magic Meanies an intrest 

‘while avoidin
g the mé sic m

eanies Es
 Tet down by 

who follow his path. H
is armed graph

ics. 

le for 

instructions 

ach ne playability 
u cs 

Sitferent type is added. Sie for MONEY 60% 

‘There is an rus 
tence the rendition of the 
Gan which, for no_@ 
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How to turn a BBC Micro into 
14 lab technicians. For only £325. 

As if the BBC Micro weren't already famous for its 
versatility, we've now taken it a step further. 

14 ways to control ce. 

With the simple, and remarkably inexpensive 
addition of the Acorn IEEE Interface, the BBC Mi 
control, manage and exchange data with up to 14 
devices compatible with the IEEE 488 standard. 

Which means you get the speed, accuracy and 
repeatability of computer-controlled operations at a 
fraction of the price of 
other systems. And without 
sacrificing the IEE 
standard. 

The possil 
limitless. The pe 
can range from a simple 
printer or a digital volt- 
meter to oscilloscopes, 
logic analysers, spectrum 
analysers, function gen- 
erators, frequency meters 
~even a complete configur- 
ation of multiple controllers 
and complex equipment. 

‘The Interface is familiar. 
‘A Read Only Memory 

plugsinto one of the Micro's 
spare ROM slots, providing 
the Interface Filing System, 
a set of commands in plain 
English, and in the straightforward 
format already familiar to those 
who know the Micro. (Commands 
can be incorporated in any language 
available on the BBC Micro, including 
the popular BBC Basic.) 

More es. 
But the BBC Micro/IEEE Interface combination 

gives you more than just control. 
‘Thanks to its renowned graphics capabilities, it 

provides the ideal way to present experimental results in 

an instantly understandable form. A second processor can 
be connected for even faster processing and greater 
memory capacity. Or the Micro can be linked into Acorn's 
Econet local area network. 

And even more. 
And with its additional | MHz Bus connection, the 

n even be linked to other interfaces, including 
t adaptor. 

-ause the Interface operates independently, 
the BBC Micro is free 
to perform all its other 
functions as well. 

So you can take advan- 
tage of the ready-made pro- 
grams covering education 
and business subjects. You 

Acorn’s 

Finally 

Add a dise drive, And that’s 
only the beginning. 

BBC Micro incolourand pro- 
file, and comes complete 
with integral power supply 
and file server ROM. 

If you're a credit 
card holder, you can order 
the IEEE by ringing 
01-200 0200 anytime. 

Or 0933 79300 during office hours. 
(By ringing the same number, you can get the 

address of your nearest stockist, or full details of the 
BBC Microcomputersystem if you dor'talready have one.) 

Altern: n order the package by sending 
the order form below to: Acorn Computers, c/o Vector 
Marketing, Denington Estate, Wellingborough, 
Northants NN8 2RL. 

Please allow 28 days for delivery. 

G|Pr Credit card holders, telephone 01-200 0200 
24 anytime. or 0933 79300 office hours. 

‘Technical Specifications. 
PCB carrying IEEE 488 bus interface circuitry, using 
TMS 9914 integrated circuit. 
Internal power supply. 
Height 70mm. Depth 350mm. Width 210mm. Weight 2, 
Colour: BBC Computer cream. 
Construction: Moulded top and bottom to match BBC 
Computer profile. ABS injection moulded plastic. 
Power in: 240y, 50Hz, 3w. 
Operating Temperature: 10° to 35°C. 
Designed and manufactured to comply with BS415 Class 1 
standard. 

To: Acorn Computers, c/o Vector Marketing, 
Denington Estate, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL. 

____ Acorn IEEE Interfaces at £325 
ivery. I enclose PO/cheque payable to 

| Acorn Computers Limited Readers A/C or charge my creditcard. P gem) 
| Card Number. a 

re /Diners/Visa/Aecess (Delete) 

Name. — 

Address 

VACORN — Postcode —— 
Signatu PUTER *""; 



ATARI PROGRAM 
HCWman, my six-level_ maze 
game, runs on any Atari with 
one joystick. 

‘AS you would expect, you 
guide HCWman with ’ your 
joystick around a maze full of 
dots. 

You must try to clear the 
maze of its dots without being 
gobbled up by one of the ghosts 
which are in pursuit of you 
throughout the game. 

Each time you get caught by a 
ghost you lose one of your three 
lives, 

The dots are worth 10 points 
each, and note that the ghosts 
can eat them too! 

Positioned in each corner of 
the maze are power pills. If you 
at one of these you gain three- 
fold: 

Hints on conversion 
This program is in GRAPHICS 
1+ 16, a text mode which divides 
the screen into 20 by 20. The 
characters are redefined in lines 
14000-14840, 
STICK (0) reads the joystick. 
Lines 12000 to 12060 draw the 

maze using DATA statements, 
laces a single character 
x,y, on the screen and 

DRAWTO draws to position x,y, 
from the last position plotted. 
POSITION puts the cursor at | 

the specified place on the screen. 
LOCATE positions the cursor 

at the specified place on the 
screen and reads the contents 
under it. 

© 25 energy units will be added 
to the Power time indicator (PT 
at the bottom of the screen 

© The ghosts will freeze 

@ You can eat the ghosts for a 
tasty 400 points each until the 
PT indicator reaches zero. 

The power pills are also worth 
25 points each. 

Each time you clear the maze 

All the features 
of a fun arcade 
game are in 
Victor 
Thorn's 
program 

° 
a 
2 
3 
4 a 
ri 
7. 
if 9500: POSITION 16,927 “HCWMAN’:POSITION 14,2127 
SPLEABE WatT® 

2 8G; "SCORE=":POSITION 13,2537 #6; "PT=";PT 
COLOR 154:PLOT 1,1:PLOT 

#65 "READY!":FOR T=1 T 
sDRAWTO 12412 

© S:PLOT X(T) ,¥(T) =NEXT T 
120 COLOR 1642FOR Tat TO L-1:PLOT X(T) ,Y¢T):NEXT Ts T=t 
200 ST#STICK(@)rIF ST=15 THEN GOTO CH 

CNS holds charcters to be (ers 

EET 

yale 
eeese, \TE variable 
bg tat rca 

increase by one. 
‘There are six skill levels, each 

selectable from the keyboard at 
the beginning of each game. | is 
easiest, 6 is hardest. These are 
the differences: 

skill No. of ghost 
level ghosts speed 
1 1 slow 
2 2 slow 
3 3 slow 
4 1 fast 
5 2 fast 
6 3 fast 

If your score is among the 10 
best you can enter your name ~ 
up to 20 letters — in the Top 10, 
When entering this program I 

would advise you to leave out 
all the REMs as it runs 
considerably faster without 
them. 
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ATARI PROGRAM 

IF ST<>7 THEN 220 
LOCATE A+1,B,2:IF 2=38 THEN GOTO CH 
GoTo 212 
LOCATE Ari 
IF 2=134 THEN GOSUB 4900 
IF P12@ THEN GOSUB 7808 
Ch=219:GOSUB 6080:COLOR @:PLOT A,B:A=Att 
GOTO 3e0 

220; 1F ST<>11 THEN 240 
LOCATE A-1,B,Z:1F Z=38 THEN GOTO ch 
GoTo 232 
LOCATE A-1,B,2:1F 2-38 THEN 3e0 
IF Z=134 THEN GOSUB 4200 
IF P1>@ THEN GOSUB 700e 
(Chi=230:G0SUB 68@0:COLOR @:PLOT A,B:A=A-1 
GOTO 300 
IF ST<>14 THEN 260 
LOCATE A,B-1,2:1F Z=3@ THEN GOTO CH 
GoTo 252 
LOCATE A,B-1,2:1F 2-38 THEN 300 
IF Z=134' THEN GOSUB 4000 
IF PTD® THEN GOSUB 7008 
(Crm=25@:GOSUB 6800:COLOR @:PLOT A,B: B=B-1 
GoTo 300 
IF STC>13 THEN GOTO CH 
LOCATE A,B+1,2:F Z=38 THEN GOTO cH 
Goro 272 
LOCATE A,Be1,2:1F Z=3@ THEN 300 
IF 2=134' THEN GOSUB 4000 
IF P12® THEN GOSUB 7800 

POSITION 6,23: 7 
IF D<1 THEN PT=@:POSITION 16,23:7 W6;PTs" "2GOTO 70 
IF PT#@ THEN 310 
PY=PT-1:POSITION 16,2517 W6;PT;" “:1F PT#@ THEN GOS 

15 T0255 STEP 20:SOUND @,1,10,15:NEXT 1:SOUN 
8:GOTO 208 

310'GP=GP+1: IF GP=SP THEN 400 
320 FOR T= TO Lei6:NEXT 1:G0TO 208 
400 GP=@: IF Ac#x(T) THEN 450 
405 LOCATE X(T)+1,¥(T) ,Z21F 2938 THEN 458 
41@ IF Z=35 THEN D=D-1 
415 IF 2=37 THEN 8010 
448 LOCATE X(T)+2,¥(T) ,Z11F Z=37 THEN COLOR @:PLOT X(T) 
AY (1) £X(T) =X (7) 4126070" 8800 
420 COLOR @:PLOT X(T) ,Y«T? 
430 X(T)=X(T) +12 COLOR’ 1642PLOT X(T) .¥CTD 
450 T=Te1r1F Tel. THEN T=1:GOTO 470 
468 GOTO 490 
470 IF _A>=X(T) THEN 520 
475 LOCATE X(T)=1,Y(1) ,221F 2938 THEN S20 
400 IF Z=35 THEN DeD-1 
495 IF Z=37 THEN 8010 
488 LOCATE X(T)-2,¥(T) ,Z:IF Z=37 THEN COLOR @:PLOT x«T? 

(7) 2X¢T) 9X (T) 1760" 8000 
49@ COLOR @:PLOT X(T) ,¥«T? 
00 X(T)=X(T)=1:COLOR' 1642PLOT x¢T) ,¥«TD 
520 TeT+ir1F TeL THEN T=1:G0TO 54@ 
530 GOTO 470 
SAQ IF Béa¥(T) THEN 590, 
S45 LOCATE X(T) ,¥(T)+1,2:1F Z=30 THEN 590 
S50 IF Z=35 THEN D=D-1 
S55 IF Z=37 THEN 8010 
S58 LOCATE X(T) ,¥(T)42,Z:1F Z=37 THEN COLOR @:PLOT X(T) 
A(T) 2¥ (TD) =¥ (7) 41:60TO 8980 

COLOR @:PLOT x¢T) ,v«T) 
VeTo=Y C1) #1s COLOR” 1642 PLOT X07) ,¥ CTD 
TaTeie1f TL THEN T=1:GOTO 618 
GoTo 540 
TF B>=¥(T) THEN 660 
LOCATE X(T) ,¥(T)=1,Z21F Z=30 THEN 668 
IF 2=35 THEN D=D-1 
IF 2=37 THEN 6010 
LOCATE X(T) ,¥(T)-2,221F Z=37 THEN COLOR @:PLOT X(T) 

s¥(T)2¥ (T)=¥ (7) “126070” 890 
239 coLoR @:PLOT X(T) ,¥CT) 
649 Y(T)=¥(T)-1zCOLOR’ 164zPLOT X(T) ,¥«T) 
660 TaT+i:IF Tel THEN T=1:GOTO 200 4 
679 GOTO 610 
700 FOR T=1 TO S:POKE 709,159:FOR I=1 TO 6@:NEXT 1:POKE 
709, 120:FOR T=1 TO 6O:NEXT I:NEXT T:POKE 709,122 

71@ COLOR @:FOR T=1 TO 21:PLOT 1,T:DRAWTO 18,T:NEKT T2C 
“OLOR 3@:PLOT 1,10:DRAWTO 18,10:PLOT 1,12:DRAWTO 18,12 
720 COLOR SS:PLOT 1,11:DRAWTO 18,11:POSITION 6,6:7' #65" 
BIGHEAD! 
730 FOR Tei TO 16:COLOR 164:PLOT T,11:COLOR 37:PLOT T+? 
GMISFOR T=1 TO 4@:NEXT IzCOLOR @:PLOT T,11:PLOT T+2,11 
7aQ NEXT T:GOSUB 11@00:GOSUB 12000:L=LeirIF L>4 THEN L= 

4000 PT=PT+25:POSITION 16,2517 #6;PT:SC=SC+S@:FOR I=5 T 
0 255 STEP 10:SOUND @,1,10,15:NEXT I:SOUND @:RETU 
RN 
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6900 IF Z=35 THEN SC=SC+18:D=D-1:SOUND 8,12,12,15:FOR I 
=1 TO 4:NEXT I:SOUND 0,2,0, 
6981 RETURN 
7908 IF Z<>164 THEN RETURN 
7@@1 SC=SC+400:FOR 1-255 TO 7 STEP -8:SOUND @,1,8,15:50 
UND 1,1,10,15:NEXT 1:SOUND @,®,@,@:SOUND 1,0,0,0:RETURN 

79@@ COLOR @:FOR T=1 TO L-1:PLOT X(1),¥(1):NEXT I:RETUR 
N 
8982 COLOR 164:PLOT X(T) ,¥(T):FOR 
8910 GOSUB 75@0:COLOR SQ:PLOT 7+L1,10 
8828 FOR T=39 TO $7 STEP @.3:COLOR'T:PLOT A,BsFOR I=5 T 
0 1@:SOUND @,T+1,10,15:NEXT I:NEXT T 
8921 FOR T=255 TO 3'STEP ~14:SOUND @,7,18,15:NEXT T:SOU 

TO S@:NEXT I 

8825 "Li=UI-121F LI2@ THEN 'POKE 77,8:GOTO 115 
8950 GOSUB 950G:POSITION 16,8: 2 “HCHMAN":POSITION 6,217 
“PROGRAMMED BY VICTOR THORN":POSITION 11,5 

8035 7 “HIGH SCORE TABLE”:POSITION 11,6:?"". 
GOSUB 8500: POSITION 11,19:7 “YOUR SCORE: ";5C 

8040 I=Iris IF SCON(I) THEN 9000 
8@58 IF I<1@ THEN BB4e 
8868 RESTORE @B78:FOR T=1 TO 32:READ NT:SOUND @,NT, 1 
SeFOR T~t TO 13:NEXT 1:NEXT T 

240,175,217 ,173,051 
243,217,204, 182,162,204, 162,121 ,136,162,20 82,238, 182, 

4 
8872 DATA 162,136, 136,1 
8875 T=B:POSITION'S,21:7 “CHOOSE SKILL LEVEL (KEYS 1-6) 
SsPOSITION 7,223? “1-EASIEST 111 6-HARDEST":POKE 764,25 
3 
9888 T=T+1:SOUND 0,7, 
T=255 THEN T: 

T=PEEK(764):SP=231F 1-31 THEN L=2:GOTO 8120 
IF 1-30 THEN L=3:G0TO 6120 
IF 1=26 THEN L=4:GOTO 8120 
SP=irIF I=24 THEN L=2:GOTO 8120 
IF 1=29 THEN Le3rG0TO 8128 
IF T=27 THEN L=4:GOTO 8120 
GoTo eee 
GRAPHICS 17:POKE 77,@:POKE 786,255:POKE 709,122:F0 

15:SOUND 1,7,8,15:POKE 712,73 1F 

9590 FOR T=1'TO 9:POSITION'6,751:7 15". 
15,7412? NE(L#DB, 1420019) sNEXT. TI 

“|N(1@) POSITION 15,1727 NB(2 
"}N(1) :POSITION, 

(08,219) : RETURN 
9000 FOR T=9 TO I STEP ~1:N(T+1)=N(T) :G#=N8 (T#20,T#20+1 
9) 2NE(T#20+20, T#20+39) =G8:NEXT T:POSITION 2,20 
9018 7 “ENTER YOUR NAME FOR HI-SCORE TABLE":POSITION 6, 
21: INPUT GE 
9828 FOR T=1 TO 2:POSITION @,20:7 CHRE (156) :NEXT T 
9020 N(1)=SCrNE (1020, 1420619) mine 
(1#20, 1#20+19)=G#:GOSUB 8508:GOTO 9860 
9500 GRAPHICS @:POKE G2,0:POKE 709,14:POKE 710,0:POKE 7 
12,56:PORE 752, 1:RETURN. 
10080 COLOR @:FOR Toi TO L-1:PLOT X(1),¥ CI) :NEXT T 
1Q1@ FOR T=1 TO Tsx(1)=1OsNEXT Tx¥(1)=3rY(2)@72y (3) 12 
RETURN 
110@ COLOR 35:FOR T=1 TO 21:PLOT 1,7:DRAWTO 16,T:NEXT 
TD=1942 RETURN 
12000 TRAP 12004: Z=@:RESTORE 12086:COLOR 3@:FOR T=1 TO 
432READ X,¥2Z=ZeX+VsPLOT X,¥:READ X,¥sDRAWTO X,VzZ=Z+K+ 
y 
12002 NEXT TrIF 2=1815 THEN TRAP 49000: 2-0:RETURN 
12004 7 “ERROR-CHECK LINES 12800 TO 12068":END 

GMM Ay AD GAS, L612, 11 p 8G HOGS y 1405648, 13485645 LS 
12028 DATA 6,1@,15, 10,011 ,15,11 
12838 DATA 2,15,4, 15465155425 13,15, 154174135951 
9 y15 18,1542, 15,5515, 14 415,17 15,5, 16,5517 914,17 1 

15,12,18,2,17,2,20,3 
4,284 18417 16,20, 17,17 417,204 15,20, 15,19 

6419413, 19,6,20,13,28 
1480 290: TRAP 14850: CHNS=" >¥Sz%" () #6, —/":CHB= (PEEK 10 
6)-@)*256:FOR I=@ TO 511:PORE CHB+I ,PEEK (5724401) 2NEXT 
I 
14018 RESTORE 145@0:FOR T=1 TO LEN(CHN) sCHD=CHB+ (ASC(C 
His (1) 9-32) 68 
1448 FOR T=@ TO 7:READ ArZ=Z+A:POKE CHD+T,A:NEXT T:NEX 
T I:1F 2=11415 THEN TRAP 40000: RETURN 
14058 2 “ERROR-CHECK LINES 14008 TO 14540":END 
14508 DATA 255,129,129, 129,129,129, 129,255,0,0,0,24,24, 

6,60,24,8 
14520 DATA so, 182,251,251 ,205,255, 126,60, 102, 192,251 525 

14548 DATA 84,8,81,152, 169,68, 17,81 



52A Bromham Road, Bedford 
Te \dford 44733 

the leading home computers, including 
SPECTRUM, BBC, Commodore 64 
‘and VIC 20. Phone or write now for 
more details. 
OUT NOW — SYSMON machine 
‘code monitor programs give you access 
to machine code on the VIC 20 and 
‘Commodore 64. Features include Hex Dumps, Load and Save of machine 
code, Assembler, Disassembler and lots more! At only £5.50 for tape 
versions for either machine, or £10.00 
for SYSMON 20 onan EPROM, it's an 
invaluable ‘ool for the serious 
Programmer. Also, we program 
EPROM's with your programs, from £10.00 — wriie or phone for a 
quotation. Trade enquiries welcome, 
Send cheques/postal orders now to 
J & F COMPUTERS, 

Rosehill, Ladock, 
Truro, Cornwall TR2 4PQ. 
or telephone us (any time) on 
St. Austell (0726) 882 758 

M. MICRO’S 
14 DORNOCH DRIVE 

JAMES RECKITT AVENUE, HULL 

For ALL your 
hardware/software needs 

91 Dearden Gate, Haslingden, 
Lancs EB4 5SN 

Open Hrs: 

Contact (Office Use Only): 

SOFTWARE CENTRE 
Computer Software and accessories. 

Large S.A-E for sts 

CORNWALL 

J & F COMPUTERS 
We stock a wide range of hardware, 
software and peripherals for most of| 

SOFTWARE 
ONLY £1.00 

CONTACT VIC ON (0482) 706767 
‘MAIL ORDER WELCOME 

4% WANTED ~ CLEAN COMPUTERS 

LANCASHIRE 

BUSY B’s COMPUTERS] 

NATION E SHOPS & DEALERS 

DO YOU WANT MAXIMUM 
BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY? 
— THEN USE OUR SHOPS AND 
DEALERS GUIDE TO ADVERTISE 
YOUR RETAIL/MAIL ORDER 

BUSINESS. 

PENNINE 
COMPUTER CENTRE 
We have now moved to 30 Burnley Road, Accrington, 
Lancs. Tel 0254 390424 

Look at our opening hours — 
10.30-9pm Mon-Sat. 2.30-9pm Sun 
Special introductory offer 10% 
discount on software. SAE for 
free catalogue stating micro. 

DIRECTORY Ah 
FIND OUT THE 
LOCATION OF 
YOUR NEAREST 
COMPUTER 
SPECIALIST. 

LC DON 

ENFIELD. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Full range of software, 
computers, accessories, 
books, service & repairs. 

135 High Street, 
Ponders End, 

Enfield, Middx. 
Tol: 01-805 7434/7772 

SCOTLAND 

THE GAMES SHOP AND 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

CENTRE TEL. NO 
24-643 

FOR BBC, SPECTRUM& 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
‘STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

The Micro Store 
HOME COMPUTER CENTRE] 
We carry a large selection 

of hardware/software/ 
accessories for all popular 

home computers. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
10% off software on 
production of this ad. 
13B West Street, 

Horsham, W. Sussex 
Tel: 0403 52297 

SOMERSET 

EN TRE, ‘ORDER SOFTWARE 
BBC SPECTRUM ETC. 

Phoenix Sofware Centre 
18 Huish, Yeovil, Somerset 

Tol: 0895 21724 ara 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE? 

CAN OUR 
SERVICE/REPAIR 

ONS. 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

Massive range of software in stock 
for BBC, COM 64, VIC-20, 
SPECTRUM, DRAGON, 
ELECTRON, ZX81 

Huge stocks of peripherals 
(doysticks, Interfaces, Cassette units, 

Paddles, Introduction series, 
Reference Guides etc) 

(Open Monday-Sunday 9am-8pm, 
Any visa accepted 

For the largest selection of hardware 
and software in the area contact 
VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL, SOMERSET 

TEL: 0935 26678 

ADVERTISE 

IN OUR 
NATIONWIDE 

GUIDE AND § 
YOUR BUSINES 
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aS = 
Lineage: 
35p per word 

Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request), 

SITUATIONS 
VACANT 

Young communications 
oriented company aiming 
to develop an inter 
home computer games 

and other software wishes 
to meet youthful 
enthusiast to advise on 
new products. (Ability to 
generate new programs, 
although of interest, is not 
necessary.) This is an 
‘opportunity for a home 
com fan to convert 
their enthusiasm and 
initiative into a job. 

Write to: Personnel, 
Holdings Ecosse Ltd, 
21 Atholl Crescent, 
EDINBURGH EH3 8HQ. 

Burglar Alarm equ 
visit our 2,000 sq.ft. Showrooms or 
write or phone for your free 
catalogue. .C.W.A.S. Ltd, 100 
Rooley Avenue, Bradford BD6 
IDB. Telephone 0274 731532. 

BOOKS & 
PUBLICATIONS 
Popping, Break dancing. Teach 
yourself, Loose stamp for details. 
Dance Publications, 136 Monkhill 
Lane, Pontefract WF8 IRT. 

EASTER COURSES: 
FOR CHILDREN 
— Now booking! 

Adult courses as usual 
Ring: COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

on 01-318 5488 
4 Lee High Road, Lewisham 

London SE13 SLI 

[The contents of this publication, including all articles, plans, drawings and programs and all copyright and all other intellectual prope 
Specialist Publications Ltd. All rights conferred by the Law of Copyright 
specifically reserved to Argus Specialist Publications Lid and any reproduction requit 

Ori Software Library. Two weeks 
hire £1. Annual Membership £5 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson, 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, Northants. 
Computer Hire from £1 per week 
Try before you choose before you 
buy. Contact Computer World, 208 
Kent House . Beckenhi 
Kent. Tel: 01-778 0479. 
Commodore 64 software library. 2 
weeks hire £1. Annual membership 
£5. Stamp for list. Les Wilson, (C) 
100 Blenheim Walk, Corby, 
Northants. 
‘Commodore 64 game cartridge hire 
from only £1.50 for ten days 
Details from Cartridge City, 25, 
Gaitside Drive, Aberdeen. Tel 
(0224) 37348 
Hire a computer from ZX81 up 

sar, We also 
and com 

ers, magazines and (books. 
ness & Computer Services, 

294a, Caledonian Road, London Ni 
IBA. Tel: 01-607 0157 
VIC-20 SOFTWARE HIRE 
Dozens of titles from SOp per week 
Free first hire. Send £3 cheque/po for 

your membership package 10 
VIC-20 Software Hire (HCW) 

242 Ransom Rd Mapperiey Nottingham 
or phone Nutton 624953 for more details 

Spectrum Library membership 
£5.00. 2 weeks hire £1.00. Stamp 
for lists to Hire-Soft, 113 Broom- 
field Road, Marsh, Huddersfield 
HDI 4QG 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

VIC-20 & 
VECTREX LIBRARY 
now available 

Details to 
DUKERIES SOFTWARE 

39 HIGH STREET, 
WARSOP 

NR. MANSFIELD, 

CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 
Send your requirements to: 
Debra Stupple 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 

COMMODORE 64. 
GAMES LIBRARY 

Over 230 titles, all originals. Hire of 
first two games absolutely free. Life 
membership only £6. Join mow on 
money back approval 
Send for details to: 
‘Commodore 64 Games Library 
c/o Yorkshire Software Library, 
13 Park Top, Pudsey, West Yorks. 

BBC / Dragon software library — 
Membership £5.00 — Tapes £1 
(+23p postage). Stamp for details. 
E, Tucker, 8 Springwood Estate, 
Grimston Road, Sough Wootton, 
King’s Lynn, Norfolk 

COMMODORE REPAIRS: 
By CM. approved se 

ie waits ll ype) 
ne oF SAE 

G.C. BUNCE & SON 
36 Burlington Road, Burnham, 
Bucks SLI 7BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696 

ZX81 — Spectrum. We can now 
offer out-of-guarantee repairs by 
our Computer Dept. Our engineers 
have had over three years experience 
servicing Sinclair Computer pro- 
ducts. Price including p&p. ZX81 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spec 

sum — £18.75. Send with cheque or 
PO. TLV. Service of Cambridge 
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 
3NP. Phone (0223) 311371 

Second hand Spectrum for sale £50. 
Contact Steven Gibson 25 Latimer 
Road London E7. Phone $55 4356 
Texas TI-9/4A joysticks + 2 
modules still boxed £40 ono + 
original cassettes at extra cost. Ring 
902-1982 after 4pm. 
Portable computer Tandy Model 
100. Complete with power pack and 
cassette lead. £350, Tel: 0455 611479 
TRS-80 pocket computer £25 
Video Genie printer interface 
(EG3016). Towcester Computer 
Club. Towcester (0327) 5070S. 
Dragon-32, £50 software including; 
Bonka, Pinball, Asteroids, Dragon- 
Trek, Speech-Synthesis; as _new 
£140 ono. Holmfirth 685147 (after 

London WIR 3AB 

ALL YOUR 
CASSETTE NEEDS 
Blank cassettes C15 with case 40p 
Labels in Biue, White or Yellow, 20 for 
360. inlay.cards in Blue, Yellow, Red, 
Green, Orange or Purple, 20 for 600. 
rary cases 9p each. Postage on 

‘each complete order 60D 
Stonehorn Ltd, $9 Mayfield Way, 

Barwell, Leicester. LEY 8BL 

Jbs records 
[COMPUTER PROGRAMS of (Slow) HIGH-SPEED Duplication and Computer printed si Seeurty Bevery 
Jbs records — a division of 
FireRBOND (TD, 19 Sadlers way, 
Mertford $614 202 0992-51168 

SOFTWARI 
APPLICATIONS 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

Simply the best. Copying any program 
is now as easy as LOADIng and 

REALTIME 

SAVEing your own programs. Any 
ZX Spectrum program can be backed 
‘up onto a fresh tape. Ever 

that cannot be stopped can now be 
copied. 100 per cent machine code, 
Prints file names, Copies headerless 

files, SPECTRUM KOPYKAT uses no 
‘rogram area so fullsize programs 

over 41.7 (9K for 16K machines) can 
be copied. PLUS FREE Header 

Reader program. 
Despatched by firt class return of 

post. 
Send cheque’ PO for £4.95 to 

MEDSOFT 
61 Arden Road, Doncaster, 
South Yorks DN2 SER. 

IT. CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 

BACK-UP 
IERS 

COMMODORE 64 
vic 20 
BBCMODELA/B £5.95 
ORIC1 £5.95 
SPECTRUM 16/48K £4.95 

WALLTONE LTD. 
Crown Courtyard, Bridge Street, 

Evesham, Worcestershire 

£5.95 
£5.95 

NOTTS 

d other 

‘© 1984 Argus Specialist Publications Ltd 
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'YMATE 64 @ 
tility for COMMODORE 

lake security copies of mast 
Jased software. Supplied on a 
asette with full instructions. 
7510 
RIZON SOFTWARE, 

Bamburg Close, Corby, 
_ Northants NN18 9PA. 

TAPE COPIER 5 
(new version) 

Makes BACK-UP COPIES ALL types of SPECTRUM programs incl Readeries, 
tnve unstoppable) cay with MANY unig Features FULL MONEY BACK GUARAS Ifyou are not satisfied 

DRIVE copies Basi/mc/arrays onthe Micredrite STOPS progremstohcipthetue TOADS in all program parts CON. INUOUSLY ~ even without 

f MAXDYTES copies programs occupying Bh PULL Tak ot Sk Wes Repeat pit, Auto Abort. HEAD dts 
Betis insirosions, very wer (indly EREAK ay ime Gos anes hase Fics cary on 

“or {5.50 with SUDRIVE 
SSTARS FROM THE HOW REVIEW, WITH THREE 100" RATINGS! 

TERM (DHC 
16 Stonepit Dr 

Mike Harb 

INTERIOR DESIGNER 
Make furniture layouts with your 48/16K 
Spectrum. Move furniture with keyboard or 
Joystick and copy pln using printer £4.98 
Mr R Williams. 84 Brentmoor Road 

Bramhall Stockport SK7 3 

4% Copy Clone 64 + # 
make security backups of most 
software. Mail £3.50 to Richard 
Gibbs 14 Beacon Way Cannock 
Staffs WS12 SRW 

TINO COPY 
FOR 4K OR 16K SPECTRUM 
Why be satisfied with just a 

tape copier? 
Get our 3-in-1 utility featuring: 
COPY ANY CASSETTE PROGRAM, 

PLUS 
DOUBLE SPEED LOAD/SAVE UTILITY 

PLUS 
| CASSETTE HEALTH RATING" UTILITY 

er dees it all — MULTIPLE sections, 
SIZE programs. Doublespeed uit halves yout load save times. "Health Rating” program detects posible’ faults in. your Exsetie recorder before they become serous Aisouseul for finding dfectsinatape: Avoid rasted SAES & fos of frustration 

At £450, this mu Cheques/P.0.'st0.— Be! the best valve, 
CAMEL MICROS 

33A COMMERCIAL RD. 
WEYMOUTH, DORSE 

SUPER BREAKER 
For the Commodore 64, this utility will Back-up most popular cassette 
programs onto tape or disk. 
Supplied on cassette with full 
Isntructions. For fast turn round of 
orders, by First Class Post, Rush £4.93 
ton 

CLARK KENT SOFTWARE 
26 Northcape Walk, CORBY 

Northants NN18 900 
‘Sirictly for personal use only. 

* x VIC-20 x x 
TAPE COPIER 

Copies almost all games 
Any RAM £3.95 LEARN MORSE CODE FOR 2.98 

BBC “IMAGE” 
The ultimate tape back-up cof Tur ncreite cone copes resi ay. thing" Copen at lackey flee 00 i300 BAUD, any lengih, ETC. Can aso unlock and lock programs. 100% MC At amazing £3.80. PETER DONN, 33 Litle Gaynes Lane, Upminster, Essex RMIS27R. 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONA' 

ISIS VIDEO. 
Specialists in Educational software, Software and text books. Software| packages from ABC to A level. Many major publishing houses included in our comprehensive catalogue covering ‘most popular home /school computers 

Write stating model to: 
ISIS VIDEO (cw), Crown Works, Chruch Road, Norbiton, Kingston, Surrey 

SOFTWARE specialists. 
Large S.A.E for lists. 

52A Bromham Road, 
Bedford 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

TI-99/4A MATHS for 6-12 years. 
Extended BASIC (Optional speech) 
£3.95 Tapefile 2 (address book) 
Extended BASIC £3.95. Both for 
£6.50. Carlynsoft, 155 Albert St, 
Fleet, Hants. 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

UNEX-TI-99/4A—— 

GRAPHICS CREATOR 
& SCREEN EDITOR 

CREATE up to $2 ‘on-board’ graphics 
DESIGN large screen layouts for your ow} 
Programs. SAVE ALL of your work ono} 

‘Commands locl. ROTATE. 
HEX, OUP-HEX. 

tnd many more 
DLY throughout 

Whether ou'e a BEGINNER or EXPERT 
thi program enables you to produce many 
Set of good graphics — QUICKLY! Price a 
clade fll instructions, and 3 sets of Demo 
praphics. Send £5.98 to 

PikaDee Software 
35 Parker St, Preston, Lancs 
Sow wanted: Good original programs (or the unes- Tl Good Reyalies offered 

TI-99/4A 
FOR GUARANTEED, 
QUALITY SOFTWARE 
SEND S.A.E. FOR OUR 
LIST AND SAMPLE 

INSERTS. 
HARLEQUIN 

Computing Limited, 
PO Box 44, 

Iford IG1 3DV 
Spectrum 16/48K ‘‘Raquel’” 
presents her games collection for age 
16 up only. (State age when order- 
ing). Only £3.99. I. Brooks, 17 
Malvern Flats, Coleman Street, 
Southend, Essex. 

TOP 100 
SPECTRUM GAMES. 

2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 
SAE FOR LIST 

BEEDUS SOFTWARE 
102 Beatty Road, Stanmore, 

Middlesex HAT 4EU 

New!!! TRADEWIND 
48K Spectrum 

Colour Graphic Adventure 
Make» fortune sing ond 

‘£5 from WD SOFTWARE(H), ‘Hiltop, St Mary, Jersey, C.1 

Texas TI-99/4A cassettes: 1. “At 
tis Invaded"* — underwater ad- 

“Depth Charge Attack” 
— battleship hunts submarine: 3. 
“Caterpillar Crunch" — eat or be 

eaten: 4. ‘Fighter Pilot” 
your gunsight. Prices — £4.95 any 
two programs: £5.95 any three 
£6.95 all four. Send cheque or P.O. 
to P. M. Williams, 1 New Road, 
Melbourne, Royston, Herts 

AQUARIUS 
SOFTWARE (16K Games) 
THE MAZE 5. 
Exciting new challenging 30 game 
ROBOT MINE 5.95 

Three screens of play 
BRICK A BRICK 4.95. 

Traditional breakout style game 
Make Cheques & POs payable to: 

ARGON ENTERPRISES 
21 Camden Close, Chadwell St. Mary, 

Essex RMI6 4HT 
Trade enquiries on Basi 

venture: 2 

2 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
HUGE DISCOUNTS off most computers 

RUM RRP onP| 
- (Uikimate) S30 4 

19s 439) 
Death Chase (Micromera) 695. 4.9 
‘COMMODORE 6 
snc 
‘onic 
Marries Auach (Darel 6954.80 
DRAGON 
Hungry Horace (Psion) sos 4a) 

free, SAU for 12 page catalogue of 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
45 Brunswick, Bracknell, Berks. 

SPECTRUM 
FANTASIES! 

The Hobbit (Melbourne)* £11.65 
Valhalla (Legend) 11.65 
[Colossal Adventure(Level9) £9.00 
/Snomball (Level 9)* £9.00 
The Forest (Phipps) £9.00 
Classic Adventure (Melbourne) £6.00 
JOracle's Cave (Doric) £7.00 
Lords of Time (Level 9)° £9.00 

* also availble for CBM 64 - BBC B 
Offers apply wail April 2001984 

(Cheques/PO's to: LA MER SOFTWARE 
AVON B23 13U 
Tet: 0538 26339 

(for your computer needs 
‘beween 10-6 pe) 

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
Any three fantastic games for only 

£5. 35 titles to choose from, 
For full list S.A.E. 10: 

BINBROOK SOFTWARE, 
88 Cotterdale, Sutton Park, 

4AE 
Dromeda Software. Quality games 
for TI-99/4A. S.A.E. for details. 
56 Wells Street, Haslingden, Lanca- 

BBS SLS. 

TI-99/4A 
PROGRAMS FROM 

SOLID SOFTWARE 
HOUSE OF HORRORS/STAR STRIKE 
A graphics with text maze adventure with "pseudo 3D space game on one tape £8.99 

DEVASTATION/SABOTACE 
Devastae the city before you can land & ‘low up the ol wells agai time £4.99" 

‘Send SAE for our list of other tes 
3$ MELVILLE RD, BISPHAM, 

BLACKPOOL FY2 JF 

TI-99/4A __ 
TWO NEW CARD GAMES, 

NAPOLEON 
+ PELMANISM 

Markat Software 
4 Cloreen Park 

|AST BT9 SBX 

ORIC FUN__ 
PSS Games for 16ka8k Orie 

There £595 Ligh Cyele £598 Hopper £395. Camipaie £398 
Invades £398. One Manor. £2.95 
Price ls. VAT & aD. SAE fo al i 

‘OVER 1000. 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMES 
for the ATARI 800, 600X1 
\VCS2600, BBC, CBS, CBMG 
CBM VIC20, INTELLIVISION, 

ORIC, SHARP MZ700, 
SPECTRUM & VECTREX. Send S.ACE. fo free lists stating which 

‘computer. Also Bank C1 tapes 3p. Blank SSS. $.25"dinks £1.98 Tree host ELECTRONIC FACILITIES 8 HICH ST, SANDY, BEDS SG19 1AG 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE 

SCAN OUR 
SERVICE/REPAIR 

SECTIONS. 

NEW for the ATARI 
400/800 

‘A superb simulation of tht 
Popular card game 

PONTOON (32k min) 
fun for all ages. 

‘Supplied on Autoboot 
Cassette: £7.50 Inc P&P 

-also- 
REPEATER 

‘THE Cassette Duplicator. 
will make a back up copy of 

M/Code or Basic tapes 
Including Autoboot and/or 

‘Multi-Load. 
Supplied on Autoboot 
Cassette: £5.50 Inc P&P. 

THE SOFTWARE CELLAR, 
16, Shellard Walk, 
Hereford. HR2 7LE 
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HCW — 
COMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 
COMPUTERS. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISE 

— ORDER FORM 
‘Advertise nationally for only 35p per | (rinimum charge 15 words). 

WANTED 
‘Simply print your message in the coupon and) 

Atari 400 cartridges urgently re- 
quired. Top prices. Write only, 
L. Sutherland, 14 Middlefield 

send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 

Crescent, Aberdeen. 
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 
Ta 01-3700) 

Colour Genie software wanted. 
Good royalties paid. Apex 
Software (HCW), Hastings Road, 
St. Leonards-on-Sea, TN38 8EA 
Hastings 53283 
Wanted for TI-99/4A mini memory 
personal financial aids and Othello 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

‘modules. Phone 01 472 3791 advise 
prices. 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for weeks. 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

i 
il 

A.J. DENNING 
(DUPLICATORS) 

QUALITY CONTROLLED CASSETTE DUPLICATING 

QUALITY & SERVICE AT COMPETITIVE RATES 

QUALITY 
Constant Stringent checks Made Throughout 

Production. 

SERVICE 
Despatched Normally Within 10 Days From Receipt 

Of Master. 

PRICE 
C10 From 28p Including Case. 

C15 From 31p Including Case. 

CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR PERSONAL QUOTATION. 

Ad. DENNING (DUPLICATORS) 

19 The Crescent, 
Henleaze, 
Bristol. 

BS9 4RW Tel (0272) 623267 

ve 54 HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 2 

CLASSIFIED — RING 
01-437 0699 

DRAGON 32/SPECTRUM 48 
The highly acclaimed PERSONAL BANKING, SYSTEM 
includes the following features: 
% Permanent records of your Bank Account 
% Single or sequential pages of entries 
% Automatic posting of standing orders 
+ Full search facility with on-screen correction of any item 
% Full instructions and demonstration file included 
+ Additional Bank Reconciliation module included to match 

your PBS items automatically with your Bank Statement 
PLUS after sale maintenance 

PRICE: £12.00 (cassette and manual) 
£15.00 enhanced DRAGON DISC version (but 

excluding Bank Reconciliation module at 
present). 

UTILITIES 1 — Three machine code programs in one: 
+ CASSETTE CATALOGUES 
4 COMPRESS (removes all REMS and spaces from BASIC 

programs) 
PRICE: £5.00 (cassette) — DRAGON 
DISASSEMBLER — all in machine code — 
Prints to either Screen or Printer in Hex and Mnemonics 

PRICE: £5.50 (cassette) — DRAGON 
32 MEMORY MAP — Over 9 A4 pages of memory locations 
in the DRAGON system 

PRICE: £5.00 (booklet) 

HILTON 

<4 



COLOSSUS CHESS 2-0" 

. So. both 

.- the chess 
player and the 
chess master 

4 

Available soon.. the finest 
educational programs ; y ° ove program 
for the Commodore 64 ever written. 

F eesile for the 
: Commodore 64 
EF _f £9-95 

CDS gee ast ag 

Me rade enquiries. ss welcome) 
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Ox 

D SPACI 

FOR INSTANT CREDIT CARD SALES TEL(0203)667556, SEND CHEQUE OR P.O. 

TO PS.S.452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 5DG. 
TRADE ENQUIRIES CONTACT JOHN FLETCHER, COVENTRY (0203) 81346 


